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Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing cereal prices for the 1978/79 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in 
particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on 
the common organization of the market in cereals(1), as last amended by 
Regulation ~EEC) No (2), and in particular Articles 3(6) and 4 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(4), 
Whereas the markets and prices policy, based on modernized farms, is the 
main instrument of the incomes policy in agriculture; whereas full 
advantage cannot be drawn from such a policy unless it is int~rated into 
·a · common agricultural policy as a whole, 00mpr~sing;a dynamic S90ial and 
structural policy and the application of the rules on competition contained 
in the Treaty; 
Whereas the intervention prices and target prices for the principal cereals 
and the reference price for common wheat of bread-making quality must be 
fixed in such a way as to promote a balance between the different sections 
of production on the basis of actual market requirements while at the same 
time ensurin~ the improvement of farm incomes; 
Whereas, on the one hand, in order to guarantee the fluidity of the 
Community barley and maize markets, it seems advisable to move towards 
complete alignment, account bejng taken of the normal ratio between the 
average relative values of these two cereals for use in animal feed; 
(1) OJ No L 281, 1.11.1975, p. 1 
(2) 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
I 
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Whereas, on the other hand, in the case of common wheat of bread-making 
quality, the reference price for this product should be fixed at a level 
corresponding to the medium bread-making quality; whereas, in calculating 
this price, account should be taken in particular of the difference in 
return between the production of this common wheat of medium bread-making 
quality and that of common wheat of non-bread-making quality, which can at 
present be assessed at 15%; 
Whereas, in respect of the products referred to in this Regulation, the 
application of the criteria for the fixing of the different prices, and the 
application of the measures provided for in respect of the exchange rates 
to be applied in agriculture, entail the fixing of those prices at the 
levels shown in the Annex, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 




This Regulatio~ shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
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Proposal fora a 
OOUNOIL REGULATION (EEO} 
:r~ing dow.n for the marketing ·year 1978/79 the list of OoJIIIDlmi ty regions 
Which qualify tor aid in respect ot durmn wheat and fixing the &IIG"'Ult of 
such aid 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on 
the common organization of the market in cereals(1), as last amended by 
Regulation CEEC) No (2), and in particular Article 10(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Whereas, while provision should be made tor the maintenance of durum wheat 
- - --- - - - ---· 
prod~otion at its_ present level, the production thereof .should be encouraged 
oni.Y iD areas With a low yield; _in ol'Cler to _lfl&int~~ -the -l~.;.i -- ot pr•~.r~t 
incomes ill those ar~, 1 •• 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For themarket!nB year 1978/79, the aid for durum wheat provided for in 
Article 10- ot Regulation {EIOO} -No- 27_27/7, Sil&J.l.-\:8~ craat~~ in-~h; OoiiDRUli V 
regions listed in the Annex hereto. Such aid shall be 66 units of account 
per hectare. 
Article 2 
Regulation (EEC) No 1153/77(4), is hereby repealed. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
(1) OJ No L 281, 1.11.1975, p. 1 
(2) 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No L 136, 2.6.1977, p. 6 
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Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1978/79 marketing year, the monthly price increases 
for cereals, wheat and rye flour and wheat groats and meal 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on 
the common organization of the market in cereals(1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No (2), and in particular Article 6(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, when the number and amount of the monthly increases and the first 
month during which these are to apply are fixed, account should be taken of 
the storage costs and interest charges for storing cereals in the Community 
and of the need to ensure that the disposal of stocks of cereals conforms 
to market requirements; 
Whereas to take account of such criteria there should be no change in the 
level of the monthly increases fixed for the 1977/78 marketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the monthly increases to be applied to the 
target price, threshold price and intervention price for the products 
listed in Article 1(a), (b) and (c) of Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 and to 
the reference price for common wheat of bread-making quality shall be as 
set out in this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The mont~ly increases to be applied to the target price, threshold price 
and intervention price for common wheat, rye, barley, maize and durum 
wheat -and to the reference price for common wheat of bread...-king qu&].it;r, operative 
for the :f'irat month of the marketing year, ahall be aa followa: 
(1) OJ No L 281, 1.11.1975, p. 1 
S2> 
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units o:r account per tonne 
Period Common wheat, rye, Durum wheat 
barle~ and maize 
August 1978 - -
September 1.46 1.56 
October 2.92 3.12 
November 4.38 4.68 
December 5.84 6.24 
January .1979 7.30 7.80 
February 8.76 9.36 
March 10.22 10.92 
April 11.68 12.48 
May 13.14 14.04 
June (14.60) (15.60) 
July (14.60) (15.60) 
The monthly increases in brackets shall not apply to the reference price 
for common wheat of breadmaking quality or to intervention prices. 
Article 3 
The monthly increases to be applied to the threshold price for meslin, 
oats, buckwheat, millet, canary seed and sorghum, operative for the first 
month of the marketing year, shall be the same as those applicable to 
cereals other than durum wheat. 
Article 4 
The monthly increases to be applied to the threshold price for wheat, meslin 
and rye flour and to the threshold price for groats and meal of common or of 
durum wheat, operative for the first month of the marketing year, shall be as 
follows: 
UD1 ~a or &eOO"\lD1 per tonne 
Wheat and meslin Groats and meal 
Period flour, common wheat of durum wheat 




September 2.19 2.46 
October 4.38 4.92 
November 6.57 7.38 
December 8.76 9.84 
January 1979 10.95 12.30 
February 13.14 14.76 
March 15.33 17.22 
April 17.52 19.68 
May 19.71 22.14 
June 21.90 24.60 
July 21.90 24.60 
~ 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
The President 
Proposal for a 
COUJCIL BECJULA.'l'IOJ' CEllO) J'o ... / ... 
I 
of 
fixing a carry-over pqment for co1111on wheat, r.re and maize remaining in 
stoc~ at the end of the 1977/78 marketing 7ear 
'l'D COUl\JCIL OJ' THE EUROPEAI" OOBUII'l'IJB, 
Having regard to the Treat7 establishing the European Economic OoiiiiDUJli ty, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) lfo ZT27/75 of 29 October 1975 
on the co1111on organization of the aarket in cerealsl, as last 81lended b7 
Regulation (EEO) llo / 2, and i:a particular Article 9(1) and (5) 
thereof, 
Having regard to the prOposal from the OoDIIDission, 
Whereas the purpose of the carrt-over pqment provided for in Article 9(1) 
of Regulation (EEO) llo ZT'Zl/75 is to prevent a massive inflow to 
intervention of cereals, DlUCh of which could be disposed of on the market 
before the new harvest, at the moment when the monthly intervention price 
illcreases end; whereas the market situation for co1111on wheat throughout 
the Oommunit7 and that for r,ye in certain regions of the Community are 
such that a car17-0Ver pqment should be given for these cereals; 
Whereas there is a likehood in certain regions of quanti ties of maize 
being offered for intervention although a deficit exists for the Oommunit7 
as a whole; whereas a carry-over pqment should therefore also be given 
for this cereal; whereas, since the marketing of a crop normally- extends 
be7ond. the end of the marketing 7ear in question, the granting ef a oarr;r-
over pqment helps to prevent the large quanti ties normally in stock at 
the end of the marketing 7ear going to intel'V'ention du.ring its last few 
months; 
1 OJ No L 281, 1.11.1975, p. 1. 
20J llo L , , p. 
Whereas the amount of . the oar17-over pqaent should be the difference 
between the tarpt price for the 1978/79 aarketing 78&r and that 
applicable in the lut month of the current aaritetil'lg 7•ar; whereu this 
difference should be e&l.oulated in the national ourren07 ot each Kember 
State uaiDg the conversion rate for the unit ot account applicable to the 
aa:rketing 7ear in question, ad whereas, where the oaloulation gi vea a negative 
• - • • I • I 
·•01mt, the ~·t llholillcl ae eounted as _ni;L; 
- • f 
Whereas the ~-over pa;yment c811Dot be givel!l for cereals harvested in 
the CODaD.Di t7 dnriDg 1978, as their coat has not been increased 'b7 8'113 
storage element; whereas, in view of the co:rmection between the 
intervention aDd the car17-over pqaent qatema, the latter should be 
given oD17 tor cereals which are of sound, fair and marketable quali t1, 
within the aeaniJJg ot the provisions in iiiPlementation of Article 7(5) ot 
Regulation (EEC) Io 27?:1/75, 
BAS ADOPTED 'l'BIS BIGULA'liOlls 
Article 1 
~.;-.._.. -\ ' 
1. A. oarr.r~er pavment shall be granted tor cODDon wheat &na :r,e···ol' bread-··· .. 
•king qaality, hArvested it.nd in store in ·the CoJ!mmnit7 at the end· of the 1977/78 
urketing y-ear. · · · 
2. A. carr,y-over p.,.ent ahall also be granted tor aaise in store in 
surplus prodD.ction areas at the end of the 1977/78 marketing 7ear~ 
3. The ca~-over pqment shall b·e equal to the difference in national 
ourren07 between the target price applicable in the last month of 1977/78 
-.rJtetiDg 7ear and that applicable in the first month ot the 1978/79 
aazketiDg y-ear. Where the calculation gives a negative amount the 
pqment shall be counted as nil. 
Article 2 
The carr.r-over pqmenta referred to in Article 1(1) and (2) shall not be 
aade tor cereals from the 1978 harvest or for cereals which are not of 
ainiiiUJI intervention quali t7. 
:' '!' 
Article 3 
!bia Regalation shall enter into force on the ~ following ita 
publication ill the Official Journal of the European Oo..url.ties. 
This Replation shall be binding ill its entiret7 and directl7 applicable 
in &ll •ut'lter States. · 
Done at BrRssels, ll'or the Council 
'l'he President 
Proposal tor a 
COUJ'(liL REOULlTIOJ: (EB:C) 
amending Regulation (EiilC) No 2727/75 on the common 
organization of the market in cereals 
THE COMMISSION OF 'mE !IJROPEO COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Ehropean Economic 
CoDIIIIlUli t;y, and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Ehropean Parliament 1 , 
Whereas, in accordance ~th Article 5(5) of Council 
Regulation (EiilC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on the common 
organization of the market in cereals2, as last amended by 
Regulation (EIOO) No 1386/773, the threshold prices for the 
basic products referred to in Article 1 (a) of the said 
Regulation are fixed by the Council acting on a proposal from 
the GIODIIIiasion; 
Whereas the threshold prices for the principal basic cereals 
are fixed by deducting from the target price for a given prod.uot the 
cost of transport between Rotterdam and nrlsburg, the cost of 
unloading and a trading marfP.n; whereas,in accordance with 
Article 5(2) of Regulation (EiilC) No 2727775, the threshold 
prices for the cereals in respect of which no target price is 
fixed must .. be fixed in such a wq that . the price of the 
principal ce~eals which are in competition with them shall 
reach the target price on the DW.sburg market; whereas, in 
consequence, those prices are derived prices; 'Whereas they 
are therefore fixed either on the basis of purely technical 
criteria or on the basis of a stable price relationship 
between the seconda.r,y' cereal and the basic cereal with which 
it enters into competition; 
1 
20J No L 281, 1.11~1975, P• 1. 
30J No L 158, 29.6.1977, P• 1. 
·- 2-
HAS AOOPTED THIS RmULATIO:th 
Article 1 
Article 5(5) and (6) of Rega.lation (ElOO) No 2727/75 are hereby 
amended to read as follows a 
"5• '!he Council, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, shall determine the rules 
for fixing threshold prices for · 
to in paragraph 3 and the standard qualities for 
products referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
·'· ... Th~al!olJ..t»~-c;s_·~-.to~ P~l!.~~ reterr8ci to-ili-tl1f&-irliole - --
ahal.l ))e fixed. bef'~r~J5 ~ch- o~--~~- 1~ -~!!.'!_the t~l_!o~_ 
1 ~~t~-Z~~--~-~~~~ with the prooedure laid clo~ in · 
.lrtiole 26." [ - --- - - - - - - -
Article 2 
This Rega.lation shall enter into force on the third dq 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
Ebropean Communities. 
It shall apply with ettect f'rom. 1 August 1978. 
'lh:Ls Rega.lation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member states. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
• 
Proj,osal tor a 
COUJCIL REQULA'l'IOJT (EJOO) 1lo• .. /77 
ot 
f~iDg ri-oe prices for the 1978/79 marketing year 
THE COUBCIL OF THE EUROPEAll COMMUlr.[TDS, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, aDd in particular .Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) !To 141~/76 of 21 June 1976 
on the common organization of2the market in rice , as last amended by Regulation (EEC) !To ••• /77 , and in particular .Article 3(3) 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament3, 
Whereas the markets and prices policy, based on modernized farms, is 
the main instrument of the incomes policy ill agriculture; whereas 
:fUll advantage cBmlot be drawn from such a policy unless it is 
integrated into the common agrioul tural policy as a whole, including 
a ~ic socio-structural policy and the application of the rules 
on competition contained in the TreatyJ 
Whereas the intervention price for pad~ rice must be fixed at a rate 
which take• account of the lines along which rice production should 
develop, of its use and of' the improvement of farm incomes; 
Whereas the target price for husked rice should be derived from the 
intervention price for ~ rice, in accordance with the criteria 
set out in .Article 4(3) of Regulation (EEC) !To 1418/76; 
Whereas the criteria for fixing the · different- prices arid--t'he ·measures'·--
relating to the agricultural exchange-rat-es-requireno--Cb&:Og8-- in--the---
present invention price for the products referred to in this 
Regulation; whereas the updating of the derivation factors has the 
effect of slightly' increasing the target price, 
HAS ADOI'mD 'l'BIS REGULA.'l'IOll: 
• 
1 
20J llo L 166, 25.6.1976, P• 1. 
3oJ L OJ L 
-2-
Article 1 
For the 1976/79 marketing year, the rice prices shall be as 
follows: 
{a) intervention price for ~ rice: 
171.55 units of aoco'IUlt per toll1'le, 
(b) target price for husked rice: 
296.15 units of account per toll1'le. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 September 1978. 
This Regulation shall be biDding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the CoUllOil 
Propoll&l. for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1978/79 marketing year, the monthly price increases 
for paddy rice and husked rice 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation CEEC) No 1418/76 on the common 
organization of the market in riceC1), as amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No (2), and in particular Article 7(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, when fixing the number and amount of the monthly increases and the 
first month during which these increases are to apply, account is to be 
taken of the costs of storing and financing rice in the Community and of 
the need to ensure that the disposal of stocks of rice conforms to market 
requirements; 
Whereas, to take account of these criteria, the monthly increases adopted 
for the 1977/78 marketing year should be maintained, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. For the 1978/79 marketing year, the amount of each of the monthly 
increases provided for in Article 7(1) of Regulation CEEC) No 1418/76 
shall be as follows: 
1.80 units of account per tonne for the intervention price, 
2.25 units of account per tonne for the target price. 
2. These monthly increases shall apply from 1 October 1978 to 1 July 1979. 
The prices thus obtained for July 1979 shall remain valid until 
31 August 1979. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 September 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
Proposal for a 
COUllCIL REGULATION (0::) lo /77 
ot 
fixing the protective amount to be included in 
the threshold price for whollT milled rice 
-------- ~ 
THE CWICIL OF THE !DROPEAI COD.Un'l'IES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the l!llropean Economic CoiiiDUnity, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (Em) No 1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on 
the common organization of the market in rice , as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No /77, and in particular Article 14(4) thereof, 
Having:~egard to the proposal from the Commission, 
.. 
Whereas Article 14(3) of Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 provides that the 
threshold prices for wholly milled rice are to be derived trom the 
threshold prices for husked ric- to which an amount for the protection 
of '\he industry is to be added; whereas that amount should be fixed 
at a level which takes account of the situation of the Community 
rice-processing industry and trends in imports of wholly'milled rice, 
HAS ADOP'l'ED THIS REGULATION: 
.Article 1 
The amount to be included in the threshold price for wholly milled rice 
for the protection of the industry :·shall be ., 11.50 units of account 
per tonne. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third~ following its 
publication in the Oftioial Journal of the Dlropean Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 September 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member states. 
Done at Brussels, 
1 ' 
OJ Io L 166, 25.6.1976, P• 1. 
For the Council 
The President 
~- . 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) lfo., ./78 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 as regards the 
-procedure for fixing the threshold price for round grain 
husked rice and broken rice 
THE COUNCIL OF THE mROPEAlf OOMMUliiTIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
1 Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament , 
Whereas, under Articles 14(4) and 15(3) of Council Regolation (EEO) 
1lo 1418~76 of 21 June 1976 on the common organization of the market 
in rice , as amended l:u Regulation {EEC) No 1158/773, the threshold 
prices for round grain husked rice and broken rice are fixed qy the 
Council acting on a proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the threshold price for round grain husked rice is fixed qy 
deducting from the target price the cost of transport between 
Rotterdam and Duisburg, the cost of unloading and a trading margin; 
whereas the threshold price for broken rice is fixed at between 
130 and 14~ of ;the threshold price for maize; whereas, since these 
threshold prices are only derived prices and the derivation factors 
are technical in the case of husked rice and determined qy the 
Council in the case of broken rice, the prices should be fixed qy 
the Commission in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 27 of Regolation (EEC) No 1418776, 
HAS ADOPrED THIS REGULATION: 
Articl! 1 
.Regulation (EI!:C) No 1418/76 is hereby amended as follows: 
. . . 
1. Article ·14(4} shall read: 
"4• The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from 
the Commission, shall fix the protective amount referred to in 
paragraph 3"· 
~OJ No 
3oJ No L 166, 25.6.1976, P• 1. OJ No L 136, 2.6.1977, P• 13. 
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2. Article 14(5) shall read: ,_ '·.- . · 
"5. The :following shall be determined in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article Z'{: 
(a) the threshold price :for round grain husked rice 
(b) the threshold price :for long grain husked rice 
(c) the threshold price :for round grain wholly milled rice 
(d) the threshold price :for long grain wholly milled rice 
(e) the variety of long grain rice representative of Community 
production and the difference in value, per tonne of husk~ 
rice, between that ·variety and the variety of round grain 
rice corresponding to the standard quality" • 
.a. Article 15(3) shall reach 
"3· The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal :from 
the Commission, shall :fix the standard quality for which the 
threshold price :for broken rice is :fixed". 
2. The :fol~owing paragraph 4 is added to Article 15 : 
"4· The threshold price :for broken rice shall be :fixed in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article Z'f"· 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into :force on the ~ of its publication 
in the Official Journal of the EUropean Communities. 
-
It shall apply with effect :from 1 September 1978. 
Thi~ Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
Proposal for a 
., COUNCIL REXJULATION (EIOO) 
fixing, for the 1978/79 sugar year, the sugar prices, the standard 
quality· of beet and the coefficient for calculating the maximum quota 
THE COUNCIL OF THE IDROPEAN COMMUNITIEB, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular ktiole 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 3330/74 of 19 December 1974 
on the common organization of the market in sugar (1) , as last amended by 
Regulation (Elin) No (2), and in particular ktioles 2 (2), 3 (5) 
and 4 (3) and the second subparagraph of kticle 25 (2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Wb.ereas, when sugar prices are fixed, account should be taken of the ob-
jectives of the common agricultural policy and of the contribution which 
the Community desires to make to the harmonious development of world tradeJ 
whereas the objectives of the common agricultural policy are in particular 
to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community, to 
ensure that supplies are available and that they reach consumers at 
reasonable prices J 
Whereas, in order to attain these objectives, the target price for sugar 
must be fixed at a level which, taking into account in particular the re-
sultant level of the intervention price, ensures a fair remuneration for 
beet and sugar cane producers while at the same time respecting consumers' 
interests, and which is likely to maintain the balance between the prices 
of the principal agrioul tural productsJ 
Whereas, as a reshlt of the characteristics of the sugar market, the risks 
involved in this trade are relatively slightJ whereas, consequently, when 
the intervention price for sugar is being fixed, the difference between 
the target price and the intervention price may be fixed at a relativeley 
low levelJ 
1) OJ No L 359, 31.12.1974, p.l 
2) OJ No L 
3) OJ No 
4) OJ No P• P• 
Whereas the minimum price for beet must take acco1mt of the intervention 
price and of the costs of processing and delivering the beet to factories 
c.__, and be based on anestimated Community yield of 130 kilograms of white 
sugar per tonne of beet with a 16 % sugar content J 
Whereas the abovementioned standard costs may be estimated at 13,42 units 
of accomt per 100 kilograms of white sugar; whereas that standard amo1mt 
is made up of the sum of the real processing margin, ignoring sugar storage 
costs, estimated at 11,81 units of acco1mt, the costs of delive~ing the 
beet to factories, estimated at 2,34 units of acco1mt, and the cost relating 
to the minimum stock not covered by the offsetting of storage costs, esti-
mated at a flat-rate amo1mt of 0.10 unit of acco1mt, less a flat-rate amount 
of 0.83 1mit of acco1mt representing factories'receipts from the sale of 
molasses calculated on the basis of a yield of 38.5 kilograms per tonne of 
beet processed and an e~factory price for molasses of 2.80 units of account 
per 100 kilograms of molassesJ 
Whereas the standard quality chosen for beet should be a quality which takes 
account of production characteristics in the main beet-producing areas of 
the Comm1mi ty; 
Whereas in the light of production trends resul. ting from specialization on 
the one hand of the Community's sugar requirements, and possible outlets on 
the other, the coefficient for the maximum quota laid down in Article 25 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3330/74 should be fixed at 1,20; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS RIDULATION: 
Artigle 1 
This Regulation shall apply to the 1978/79 sugar year. 
Artigle ? 
1. The target price for white sugar shall be 34,96 mite of aocomt 
per 100 kilograms. 
2. The intervention price for white sugar- shall be 33,21 units of account 
per 100 kilograms. 
3· The area having the largest surplus consists of the following French 
departments: Aisne, Oise, Somme • 
.ktigle 3 
The minimum price for beet _for the area referred to,~ A;rticle 2 (3) 
shall be 25.73 mits of account per tonne delivered at the collection 
oentre. 
Artiglo 4 
Standard quality beet shall: 
(a) be of sound, genuine and merohantable qualityJ 
(b) have a sugar content of 16 ~ at the reception point. 
Artigla 5 
The coefficient referred to in ~ticle 25 (1) of Regulation (EIO) 
No 3330/74 shall be 1,20. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Comcil 
The President 
Proposal for a 
COUNC~ ~AfiON (~) 
fixing, for the 1978/79 sugar marketing ;re.ar, the derived. intervention 
prices, the intervention price for raw beet sugar, the minimum 
prices for beet, the threshold price., the maximum amount of 
the production levy and the amount of the repayment to offset 
storage costs and fixing the coefficient for calculating the 
·special maximum quota 
THE COUNC~ OF THE liiJROPEAW COMIIJNifiES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (~) No 3330/74 of 19 December 1974 on 
the common organization of the market in sugar (1), as last amended by Regu-
lation (~) No (2), and in particular Articles 3 (6),4 (4), 8 (2), 
9 (5), 13 (5), 28 and 32 (4) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Council Regulation (E'J!X}) No of · 
fixing, for the sugar marketing ;year,the sugar priees,the standard qualitJ 
of beet and the coefficient for calculating the maximum qu~ta (3), fixed the 
intervention price for white sugar at 33,21 units of acoount per 100 kilo-
grams for the Community area having' the largest .surplusJ 
Whereas Article 3 (~) of Regulation (EJOO) No 3330/74 provides that derived 
intervention pric~s for white sugar shall be fixed for other areas, account 
being taken of the regional variations which; given a normal harvest and free 
movement of sugar, might be expected to occur in the price of susar under 
natural conditions of price formation§ 
Whereas, in view of the quotas fixed in the production areas of Belgium, Den-
mark, Germany', France and the Netherlands, a balance. or surplus situation 
can be anticipatedJ whereas, with the exception of the French overseas depart-
ments, the ex-factory prices in the areas mentioned will, to a large extent, 
be equal to the prices in the Community area having the largest surplus f 
Whereas sugar production in Ital;y, with relativel;y high production costs, will 
probably not exceed the basic quantity fixedJ whereas a deficit of at. least 
300 000 tonnes should be allowed for, which will therefore have to be 
covered b;y production from Community surplus areasf 
1) OJ N'o L 359, 31.12.1974, p.l 
2) OJ N'o L P• 
3) OJ No L P• 
Whereas, in these circumstances, the level of market prices in Italy will 
be determined by the offer prices of sugar from Community surplus area.sJ 
whereas the derived intervention price for Italy may be fixed at 35,05 
units of account per 100 kilograms, account being taken, on the one hand, 
of the intervention price applicable in the north of France, plus the 
marketing costs for deliveries to Italy and, on the other, of the marke-
ting costs of the Italian sugar industry; 
Whereas, given a normal harvest, · sugar production in Ireland and the 
U.nitei Kingdom covers roughly 90 and 40 % respectively of the needs of 
their respective home marketsJ whereas these needs must in part be met by 
sugar available in Community surplus areas J 
Whereas, in these circUlllstances, the level of market prices in both Ireland 
and the United Kingdom will be determined largely by the offer prices of 
sugar from these areasJ whereas a single derived intervention price for 
white sugar, which may be fixed at 34,26 units of account per 100 kilograms, 
should therefore be adopted for all regions of Ireland and the United King-
dom, account being taken on the one hand of the intervention price appli-
cable in the Community area having the largest surplus plus the marketing 
costs of delivery to Ireland and the United Kingdom and, on the other, of 
the market~ costs of the ~ iJulustry of these -"Jiember States; 
Whereas there is a considerable surplus production of raw sugar in the 
French overseas departmentsJ whereas the most favourable potential outlets 
for this sugar within the Community are in the south of France and Italy, 
where the sugar, after being refined, may be sold directlyJ whereas, on the 
basis of the foreseeable market prices in the deficit areas of Italy, which 
will be 2.46 units of account per 100 kilograms above the derived inter-
vention price in Italy, and taking account of transport costs between the 
French overseas departments and these areas, the derived intervention 
prices for those departments should be fixed at 32,81 units of account 
per 100 kilograms_ of white sugarJ 
Whereas Article 3 (4) of Regulation (EI!lC) No 3330/74 provides that an 
intervention price for raw sugar shall be fixed for those departments, such 
price to be derived from the intervention price for white sugar fixed for 
those departments account being taken of a uniform processing margin and 
a standard yieldJ whereas, on the basis of available information, the re-
fining costs may be estimated at 2.73 units of account per 100 kilograms 
of refined sugar; whereas,moreover, in accordance with the definition of 
the standard quality for raw sugar laid down by Regulation (EBn) Ne- 431/68(1), 
a yield of 92 % should be taken into account; 
(1) OJ No L 89, 10•4·1968, p.3 
~-' 
Whereas .Arlicle 9 (5) of Regulation (Em) No 3339/74 provides for the 
fixing of intervention pr1ces for raw beet sugarf whereas this fi::rlng 
is not, however, necess~y for the Community regions in which this pro-
duction is not actually marketed.f whereas these prices should be derived 
from the intervention price for white sugar, accomt being taken of the 
factors already mentioned for fixing the intervention price for raw sugar 
in the french overseas departments and of the forwarding costs for supplying 
raw sugar, these being estimated at a standard rate of 0.51 unit of account 
per 100 kilogramsf 
Whereas the minimum prices for sugar beet, as referred. to in the first in-
dent of Article 4 (1) of Regulation (mJ) No 3330/74, must be. determined. 
for the areas other than that having the largest surplus on the basis of 
the intervention prices for white sugar applicable in those areas, account 
being taken in particular of the amounts uaed when fixing the minimum price 
for beet for the area having the largest surplus, the processing margin, the 
yield, the receipts from molasses and the delivery costs of the beetJ 
Whereas Article 13 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 3330/74 provides that the 
threshold price for white sugar should be the same as the target price for 
the Community area having the largest surplus plus transport charges, cal-
culated. at a flat rate, from that area to the most distant deficit area in 
the Community, plus a flat-rate amount taking aocomt of the storage levy, 
which for 1978/79 can be estimated at 1.77 units of account per 100 kilo-
gt>ams of white sugarf whereas, given the state of supplies within the 
Community. account should. be taken of transport charges between the depart-
ments of northern France and PalermoJ 
Whereas the threshold price for raw sugar is to be derived from the threshold 
price for white sugar by reference to a st8ndard processing margin and a 
standard yieldJ whereas the same criteria as are used in the derivation of 
the intervention price for raw sugar should therefore be applied.J 
Whereas the threshold price for molasses should. be fixed in such a way that 
the receipts from sales of molasses may reach the level of receipts of 
utdertakings taken into account in the fixing of minimum prices for beet J 
~ereas Article 38 of Regulation (EIOO) llo 3330/74 provides for the fixing 
of the maximum amount of the production levy, for the fixing of the minimum 
prices for beet outside the basic quota for the sugar beet producing areas in respect 
of which an intervention price is fixed and for the fixing of the percentage deter-
mining the amount of the supplementary pSJID.ent which manufacturers must, where 
appro:Priate, make to beet sellersf whereas, by Article 27 (3) of Regulation 
(Em) llo 3330/74, the production levy m83" not exceed 30 % of the intervention 
pricef whereas for the area with the largest surplus the minimum price for 
beet outside the basic quota should be fixed at 70 % of the minimum price 
for beet f whereas the percentage taken for determining the abovementioned 
supplementary pqment mS\1 be fixed at 60 %, account being taken of the value 
of beet in relation to the intervention price for sugarf whereas the same 
percentage should be taken to determine the payment which sugar manufacturers 
~ require of cane sellersJ 
Whereas Article 5 ef Council Regulation (EEC) No 1358/77 of 20 June 1977 
18\Ying down general rules for offsetting storage costs for sugar (2), provides 
that the amount of repayment shall be ;fixed per month and per unit of weight 
taking aoccmt of financing, insurance and specific storage costs. 
Whereas, under Article 32 (4) of Regulation (EEC) No 3330/74, it is necessary, 
for the period or periods subsequent to 30 June 1976, to determine the length 
of each period for which a decision not to apply Article 30 of that Regulation 
may be taken, to fix the coefficient for calculating the special maximum quota 
and to specify the basic quota to which the said coefficient appliesf 
HAS ADOPTED THIS RmJLATIOll: 
,ktigle 1 
Subject to Arlicle ~ this Regulation shall appl;r for the 1978/79 sugar 
;rear. 
.Artigle 2 
For the regions other than the Community area having the largest surplus 
the derived intervention prices for 100 kilograms of white sugar shall bel 
(a) 35,05 units of account for all regions of ItalyJ 
(b) 32,81 1mits of acco1mt for the French overseas departmental 
(c) 34,21 units of aooount for all regi~ns of Ireland and of the 
United. KingdomJ 
(d) 33,21 units of aooount for the other regions of the Community. 
Artigle 3 
1. The intervention price for 100 kilograms of raw beet sugar shall be 
27·57 1mits of account for the region having the largest surplus and tor the 
regions referred to in Article 2 (d). 
This intervention price shall be valid for raw sugar of standard 
qualit;r, 1mpaoked, ex-factor;r, loaded on to the means of transport 
chosen by the bu;rer. 
2. The derived intervention price for the French overseaa departments 
for raw sugar referred to in Article 3 (4) of Regulation (EBXJ) 
No 3330/74 shall be 27~67 units of account per 100 kilograms, account 
being taken of the second subparagraph of Article 3 (6) of the said 
Regulation. 
Artigle 4 
1. The minimum price for beet shall be, per tonne J 
(a) 28,12 units of account for the regions referred to in Arliole 2 (ah 
(b) 27,03 units of account for the regions referred to in Article 2 (oh 
(o) 25,73 units of account for the regions referred to in Article 2 (d)~ 
2. The minimum price for beet outside the basic quotas shall be, per tonnel 
(a) 18,01 units of account for the Community area having the la:rgest 
surplus and for the regions referred to in Article 2 (d.h 
(b) 20,40 units of account for the regions referred te in Article 2 (ah 
(o) 19,31 units of account for the regions referred to in Article 2 (c). 
A,rtigle 5 
The threshold price shall be: 
(a) 40,24 units of aooount per 100 kilograms of white sugarJ 
(b) 34,51 units of aooount per 100 kilograms of raw sugarf 
(o) 3, 20 units of aooount per 100 kilograms of molasses. 
Artigle 6 
1. The maximum amount of the production levy referred to in Article 28 
of Regulation (EEO) No 3330/74 shall be 9,96 units of aooount per 
100 kilograms of white sugar. 
2. The percentages referred to in Article 27 (4) and (5) of Regulation 
(EEC) No 3330/74 shall be 60 ~. 
Artigle 7 
The amount of repqment referred to in Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 3330/74 shall be 0.30 unit of account per month per 100 kilograms 
of white sugar. 
Article 8 
1. The : period referred to in the first indent of Article 32 (4) 
of Regulation (EEC) No 3330/74 shall run from 1 July 1978 to 30 June 1980. 
The Member State concerned must take ita decision in respect of this 
period before 1 Mql9'78 .• 
. ,
2 •. The coefficient referred to in the second indent of Article 32 (4) of 
Regulation (ElOO) No 3330/74 shall be 2,20 for the period referred to in 
paragraph 1. The coefficient shall be applied to the basic quota for 
the 1978/79 year. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member states. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
The President 
Prop~~_ .. f'or a 
COtnroiL BEGULATIOI' (Em____,)'----
amend.ing Regalaticm (EI!X:).No 1111/71 l~ng down common 
provisions for isogiucose 
THI COUNCIL OF THE 1!11ROPEAli CODIIITIE, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic CoiDillUl'lity, 
and in particular .Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament l), 
1977 
Whereas Council Regul.atie (Em) No 1111/71 of 17 lla~/lqinr down common provisions for 
isogiucose2), as last amen4ed by Regulation (moo) No /77 3), provides, lnter alia_. :. 
for a production levy sy11tem to apply 1mtil 30 J1me 1979f whereas for the last period 
of application the amount of the production levy on isogluoose is to be eC('III&l te that 
of the lev.y provided for in .Article 27 of Council Regulation (EBD) No 3330/74 of 
19 December 1974 on the common organization of the market in suga;r4), as last amended 
by Regalation (EID) lio /765) f 
Whereas for the f'ir.t period of applicatien Regulation (Em) No 1111/17 has already 
-------------------------------------
,temporarig f'ixecl _a II&Xi.llam lev of' f'i ve units of' account 
per 100 kilogt"ams of dry mat-ter, which in the present state of the sugar market oan be 
considered as the actual amount of the lev;y on isoglucose durillg that periodf 
whereas, after the first period of application of the s7Btem, the principle of ~ 
'levies on -sugar m4 isogl'a.oose--BhO..Itfbe' reviewed and. should be abando~ vh=e=n,____ 
'the lev.y on sugar exceeds the aount considered to be the ditferenoe between the price 
of' sugar in the li&ht of' the existing quota qstem &Dd. ita~prioe in the absence of' that 
"'- -- ----. -------
~- qatea, in oi'der to •iiit~iii the balance between available sup~liea 8iiii a_alea opport-
~itieaJ ~-rea• J.Iot~cle_~_~_l!!~_!:~on _(~) No 111~/77 ~~d therefore be ... miecl 
~~~~g_t_ _____________ ------- ------ ---- - - -------------------- - . -----------------
---.------
Whereas the markets in sugar and isogi uoose are closely linked and whereas there are. 
' strv.otural nrpluses in the Commmity ngar seotorf whereas this be~SO__L__BZ\Y 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ L ____ -- ------- -- ..__ __ 
: ~~~i~_~oi~i~~- C)n_~e __ o_t_ ~he_s__e __ prod.uc~ __ a __ ne __ oe_ll•~•·! __ i_~--~f'~~!~~!l~-- c>therJ whereas 
1 OJ No C 
2 OJ No L 134,28.5.1977,p.4 
3 OJ No L 
4 OJ No L 359, 31.12.1974, p.l 
5 OJ No L 
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the fUture CoiiiiiUllity policy ~n sugar &Del sugar substitutes should theret ... .:oe be 
an onrall one; whereas, since the quota qstea tor sugar applies until 
30 June 1980, the saae duration IIUat therefore be tixed tor the le"7 qstea on 
isogluoose, 
BAS ADOP'l'ID IJBIS DGULATIOI: 
-3-
Article 1 
leplation (lDlC) Io 1111/77 i8f-laareb7-•menc'ed.to read.&• tollons 
f.~_-~i~1·~ ~ -ldial(~&da-~-- -~- ---- - ----- __ _ _ _ _ _ __ --- ---- - ~- _ ----~-:~ -__ 
"Artigla 8 
1 • .Ariiole 9 shall be applicable to the periods corresponding to the 1978/79 
and. 1979/80 8uga.t' years. 
2. The Council shall adopt before 1 Janua.:ey 1980, in accordance with the procedure 
laid d.cnm in Article 43 (2) of the Treaty, the qstem applicable with effect 
from 1 July 1980. ". 
-•+ - • ---- -- --
~-- Article 9 ~1 _reads_ 
" Adigla 9 
l~i:o"ber st&te•_-.hail chai-ge a produ~iOJi lev---iii -~~~~~~-~t _illogluoc)•e· -
2. i'or _ p~uoti~n ~ried OU:t during -_tile_ per~od ~-1: ~.;T ~978 to _¥) .f~_ 1-979, the_ 
· io .. ver, -~t tor t,lle ll]&lle per~~ _the _p~uotiOJi ~ft7--J)ro~d8d:- toi ~ ___ _ 
in .Article 27 of Regulation (EIOO) No 3330/74 is less than 5 units of 
account, an amount equal to the production levy provided for in. the above-
mentioned. Regulation shall apply. 
3. The Council, acting by ~ qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall fi:x, without prejuiioe to the seoond subparagraph of paragraph 2, at 
the same time as the derived intervention prio• referred to in .Article 3 of 
Regulation (EIOO) No 3330/74, the amount of the levy on production carried. out 
dwing the period 1 July 1979 to 30 June 1980. 
4. --~e -cl_!~~le4_-~es _tor_ t~- applioatio~ _'!_~ ~~i· .&rt!o~~ ~1 ~e- ~opted. in 
. · ~Qo1'4azl~ ld:~il ~_. _procedure 1a1ti-40~- in_ ~t~~ 1 ~· • 
Artiglo 2,· I 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day fol~owing its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 July 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in ita entirety and directly applicable in 
all Kember States. -
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
Propeaal ter a 
COUBCIL RE<JOLA'l'IO:. (BIC) 
THE QOtnroiL OF THE EUROPEAN OOIMUIITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic CoBIJIIU.lli ty, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation lfo 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 
on the common organization of the market in oils and fats1, as last 
amended by Regulation {EEC) No /772, and in particular Articles 4(4) 
and 5( 1) thereof, · 
Having regard to the proposal from the Comodssion, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Eo.ropean Parliament3 , 
Having regard to the Opinion of the ~oonomio and Social Committee4, 
Whereas, when the production target price for olive oil is fixed, 
account should be taken of the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy and of the contribution which the Community desires to make to 
the harmonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives of 
the common agricultural policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair 
standard of 1i ving for the agrioul tural ooDIDIUDi ty, to ensure that 
supplies are available and that they reach consumers at reasonable 
prices; 
Whereas the target price referred to above mu.st be fixed in accordance 
with the criteria laid clown in !rtiolEB4 and 6 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC; 
whereas the application of these criteria results in the fixiuC of the 
production target price at the level Specified belOWJ 
Whereas, if the producer is to receive a fair income, the production aid. 
mu.st be fixed in the light of the impaot which the --.ting aid. baa on 
part of the production; whereas the application of t~ese criteria 
results in the fixing of that aid at the level specified below; 
~OJ lfo 172, 30.9.1966, P• 3025/66. 
OJ No L ~OJ No L 
OJ No L 
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Whereas the int•rvention price must be fixed in accordance with the 
criteria laid down in Article 8 of Regulation :lo 136/66,/EEc; whereas 
the application of these criteria results in the fixing ot the 
intervention prioe at the level specified below; 
Whereas the produoti0n target price and the intervention price are 
fixed tor a specific standard quality; whereas the reasons which led 
to the determination of the standard quality for the preceding 
marketing year are still valid; __ ~~~~~· that standard quality should 
therefore re-.in unchanged, 
HAS AlX>PTED THIS REGULA'i'IO:Ia 
-3-
Artiole 1 
For the 1978/79 arlteting year, the production target prioe for olive 
oil, the production aid and the intervention prioe shall be as 
follows: 
(a) production target prioe: 187.78 units of aooount per 100 kilogramsJ 
(b) production aid: 35 units of aooount per 100 kilograms, 
(o) intervention prioe: 145·49 units of aooount per 100 kilograms. 
Artiole 2 
The prioes specified in Artiole 1 relate to semi-tine virgin olive oil 
with a free fatty aoid oontent, expressed as oleio aoid, of three grams 
per 100 grams. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and direotly applicable 
in all Member States. -
Done at Brussels, For the Counoil 
- Proposal for a 
COONCIL BmULATION (Eli}J) No /78 
of 
fixing the monthly increases in the market target price, the 
intervention price and the threshold price for olive oil for the 
1§78/i9 marketing year 
THE COONOIL OF THE EUROPJWi COMMUBl'riES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
COJIIIUni ty, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/Em of 22 September 1966 
on the establishment of a common organization of the marke~ in oils 
and fats1, as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No / , and in 
particular .Article 10 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, under .Artie.~. 1 0 of Regulation No 136/ 66/EFXJ the market 
target price, the int~~ention price and the threshold price for 
olive oil must be increased each month for a period of at least 
5 months beginning on 1 January 1978; 'Whereas thes~ __ i~creases ~~!_'lle 
the same for all three prices; 
Whereas, 'When these increases, ~whio:h are the same for each of--the ~fi~ months, 
are being fixed, account must be taken of "averaie "storage- costs-and" 
interest charges in the Community; whereas the average storage 
costs should be established on the basis of the cost of storing oil 
in the appropriate premises and the cost of the handling required to 
keep the oil in good condition; 'Whereas the interest charges can be 
calculated with referenee to the average price of olive oil in 
production areas; 
~~eas, _ -~o _ ~n~_l!!e or~rg _l!l~~_t_illg of the production, in view of the pros-
pects for production and consutllption, it is sufficient to provide for 
seven-increases-- for- oiive -oii~ ----- -- --
HAS ADOPl'ED THIS RIDULATION: 
1 OJ lfo 172, 30.9.1966, p. 3025/66. 
2or No 
- 2 ... ' 
Article 1 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the amount of the monthly increases 
referred to in Article 10 ot Regulation Ifo 136/66/EJ!£ and applicable 
with effect from 1 January 1979 sh&ll be 1.12 Units .of aocoUn.t per 100 
kilograms. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the dq following its 
pUblication in the Official Journal of the European COJIID1Unities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member states. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
Proposal tor a 
COtniOIL REGULATION (EEC) 
fixing the target prices and basic intervention prices for oil seeds for 
the 1978/79 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on 
the establishment of a common organization of the market in oils and 
fats(1), as Last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1707/73(2), and in 
particular the third subparagraph of Article 22(1) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(4), 
Whereas, when the target prices and basic intervention prices for oil seeds 
are fixed, account should be taken of the objectives of the common 
agricultural policy and of the contribution which the Community desires to 
make to the harmonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives 
of the cemmon agricultural policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair 
standard of Living for the agricultural Community, to ensure that supplies 
are available and that they reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas application of these criteria entails fixing the target price and 
basic intervention price for colza and rape seed and for sunflower seed at 
a ~evel higher than that adopted for the preceding marketing year; 
Whereas the price of oil seeds must be fixed for specific standard 
qualities; whereas the Latter sheuld be Laid down in relation to the 
average q~alities of the seeds harvested in the Community; whereas, for 
colza and rape seed and sunflower seed, the quality Laid down for the 
1977/78 marketing year meets these requirements and can accordingly beretained 
for the following marketing year, 
(1) OJ No 172, 30.9.1966, p. 3025/66 
(2) OJ No L 175, 29.6.1973, p. 5 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the target prices and the basic intervention 
prices for oil seeds shall be as follows: 
(a) Colza and rape seeds: 
target price 
basic intervention 





Units of account 





The basic intervention prices'are valid for Genoa. 
Article 2 
The prices referred to in Article 1 relate to seeds in bulk of sound, fair 
and marketable quality: 
(a) with an impurity content of 2% and, for seeds as such, humidity and 
oil contents of 9% and 40% respectively in the case of colza and rape 
seeds; 
(b) with an impurity content of 2% and, for seeds as such, humidity and 
oil contents of 10% and 40% respectively in the case of sunflower 
seeds. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
The President-
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing for the 1978/79 marketing year the monthly increases 
in the target and intervention prices for oil seeds 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on 
the establishment of a common organization of the market in oils and 
fats(1), as last amended by Regulation CEEC) No 1707/73(2), and in 
~articular Article 25 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
~hereas, in accordance with Article 25 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC, the 
amount by which the target and intervention prices for colza, rape seed and 
sunflower seed are increased monthly from the beginning of the third month 
of the marketing year should be fixed for the 1978/79 marketing year, and 
the number of months during which such increases are to be applied should 
be determined; whereas such amount must be the same for both prices; 
Whereas such increases must be the same for each month and be fixed by 
reference to average storage and interest charges recorded in the Community; 
whereas average storage charges should be determined on the basis of the 
cost of storing the seed in suitable premises and of the handling charges 
necessary to keep the seed in good condition; whereas interest charges may 
be calculated on the basis of the rate considered as normal for the 
production areas; 
Whereas, taking into account the aforesaid requirements, the monthly 
increases for the 1978/79 marketing year should be fixed at the same level 
as that for the preceding marketing year; 
~hereas the experience gained during the 1977/78 marketing year and harvest 
~orecasts do not justify determining for the 1978/79 marketing year a 
number of monthly increases different from that laid down for the preceding 
marketing year, 
(1> OJ No 172, 30.9.1966, p. 3025/66 
(2) OJ No L 175, 29.6.1973, p. 5 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
ArHcle 1 
1. For the 1978/79 marketing year, the amount of the monthly increases 
applicable to colza and rape seed shall be 0.304 unit of account per 100 
kilograms. 
2. These increases shall apply for seven months. 
Article 2 
1. For the 1978/79 marketing year, the amount of the monthly increases 
applicable to sunflower seed shall be 0.355 unit of account per 100 
kilograms. 
2. These increases shall apply for five months. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 July 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
The President 
Propoaal tor a 
~ODOIL BGlJLlflOJr (DC) 
fixing the guide price for linseed for the 1978/79 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 569/76 of 15 March 1976 laying 
down special measures for linseed(1), and in particular Article 1(1) and 
(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(3), 
Whereas, when the guide price for linseed is fixed, account should be taken 
of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the contribution 
which the Community desires to make to the harmonious development of world 
trade; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural policy are, in 
particular, to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural 
community and to ensure that supplies are available and reach consumers at 
reasonable prices; 
Whereas the first subparagraph of Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 569/76 provides more specifically that this price shall be fixed at a 
level which is fair to producers, account being taken of the supply 
requirements of the Community; whereas, to this end, a balanced relationship 
should be maintained between this price and the price of other oil seeds; 
Whereas in accordance with these criteria the guide price should be fixed 
at a higher level than that adopted for the preceding marketing year; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed for a standard quality to be 
determined by reference to the average quality of seeds harvested in the 
Community; whereas the quality laid down for the 1977/78 marketing year 
meets this requirement and can accordingly be used for the following 
marketing year, 
(1) OJ No L 67, 15.3.1976, p. 29 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the guide price for linseed shall be 32.43 
units of account per 100 kilogrammes. 
Article 2 
The price referred to in Article 2 relates to seed: 
in bulk, of sound, fair and marketable quality, and 
with an impurity content of 2% and, for the seed as such, humidity and 
oil contents of 9% and 38% respectively. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
The President 
Proposal f~r a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the guide price for soya beans for the 1978/79 
marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) 'No 1900/74 of 15 July 1974 laying 
down special measures for soya beans(1), and in particular Article 1(1) and 
(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(3), 
Whereas, when the guide price for soya beans is fixed, account should be 
taken of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy are in particular to ensure a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural community, and to ensure that supplies are available and reach 
consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the second subparagraph of Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1900/74 provides more specifically that this price shall be fixed at a 
level which is fair to producers, account being taken of the supply 
requirements of the Community; whereas, to this end, a balanced relationship 
should be maintained between this price and the price of other oil seeds; 
Whereas, in accordance with these criteria, the guide price should be fixed 
at a higher level than that adopted for the preceding marketing year; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed for a standard quality to be 
determined by reference to the average quality of beans harvested in the 
Community; whereas the quality laid down for the 1977/78 marketing year 
meets this requirement and can accordingly be used for the following 
marketing year, 
(1) OJ No L 201, 23.7.1974, p. 5. 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the guide price for soya beans shall be 
31.87 units of account per 100 kilograms. 
The price. referred to in Article 1 relates to beans 
in bulk, of sound, fair and marketable quality, and 
with an impurity content of 2% and, for the beans as such, humidity 
and oil content of 14% and 18% respectively. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
The President 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the guide price for castor seeds for the 1978/79 
marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No of 
laying down special measures for castor seeds(1), and in particular Article 
1(1) and _(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the'European Parliament(2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(3), 
Whereas, when the guide price for castor seeds is fixed, account should be 
taken of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy are in particular to ensure a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural community, and to ensure that supplies are available and reach 
consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the second subparagraph of Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
provides more specifically that this price shall be fixed at a level which 
is fair to producers, account being taken of the supply requirements of the 
Community; whereas, to this end, a balanced relationship should be 
maintained between this price and the price of other oil seeds; 
Whereas, in accordance with these criteria, the guide price should be 
fixed; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed for a standard quality to be 
determined by reference to the average quality of seeds harvested in the 
Community; 
, (1) OJ No L 
I (2) OJ No C 
1~) OJ No C 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the guide price for castor seeds shall be 
40 units of account per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
The price referred to in Article 1 related to seeds 
in bulk, of sound, fair and marketable quality, and 
with an impurity content of 2% and, for the beans as such, humidity 
and oil contenta'of 14% and 45% respectiv~ly. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
The President 
Proposal tor a 
COUNCIL REGULATION CEEC) No 
of 
fixing the amount of aid for cotton seeds for the 1978/79 
marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1516/71 of 12 July 1971 
introducing a system of subsidies for cotton seedsC1), and in particular 
Article 1(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(3), 
l 
Whereas, Article 1 of Regulation CEEC) No 1516/71 provides that the amount 
of aid be fixed annually for cotton seeds produced within the Community so 
as to ensure a fair income for the producer, taking account of the market 
situation and foreseeable market trends; 
Whereas application of these criteria entails fixing the amount of aid at a 
level higher than that adopted for the preceding marketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: . . 
Sole Article 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the amount of the aid for cotton seeds as 
provided for in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1516/71 shall be 108.70 
units of account per hectare. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
IDone at 
(1) OJ No L 160, 17.7.1971, p. 1. 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
For the Council 
·The President 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the amounts of aid for fibre flax and hemp for the 1978/79 
marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70 of 29 June 1970 on the 
common organization of the market in flax and hemp(1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 814/76(2), and in particular Article 4(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Having regard.to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(4), 
Whereas Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70 provides that the amount 
of aid for flax grown mainly for 'fibre and for hemp grown in the Community 
shall be fixed annually; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 4(2) of that Regulation, this amount 
shall be fixed per hectare sown and harvested so as to ensure a balance 
between the required volume of production within the Community and the 
potential outlets for t~at production; whereas, when it is fixed, account 
must be taken of the price for flax and hemp fibres and seeds on.the world 
market, of the price for other competing natural products and of the guide 
price for linseed; 
Whereas application of these criteria entails fixing prices at levels 
higher than those adopted for the preceding marketing year; 
(1) OJ No L 146, 4.7.1970, p. 1 
(2) OJ No L 94, 9.4.1976, p. 4 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Sole Article 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the aid provided for in Article 4 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70 shall be: 
(a) as regards flax, 202.55 units of account per hectare. 
(b) as regards hemp, 183.96 units of account per hectare for all Member 
States. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at· 
For the Council 
The President 
Proposal tor a 
OOtnmiL REGULA!! OJ' (:110) 
on the common orf!Dimation of the market in processed fodder 
'fHE COUBCIL 011' THE mROPEB COWtiDlU'l'IES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing· the !.UrOpean Economic CoDIIIIIlni ty, 
and in particular Articles 42 and 43 thereof, -
Having regard to the proposal from the Oomadssion, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament 1, 
- 2 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic &Dd Social CoJIIDd. ttee , 
Whereas Council Reg11lation (EEC) iro 1067/74 of 30 April 19743 ,as Ulende4 
by Regulation (EEO) No 1420/754, set up a common organization of the 
market in delqdrated. fodder but experience has shown that the production 
aid system introduced b,r that Regulation is not auitable tor the market 
and should be replaced b,y another system; 
Whereas certain other products processed from green fodder can be used 
to broaden the range of the CommUnity's protein supplies and should 
therefore be ineluded in the common organization of the market in 
processed fodderf 
Whereas for reasons of-clarity Replation (EEO) No 1067/74 should be 
replaced by a new Regulation; 
Whereas the processing of green fodder plants i~ particularly important 
for ani1ial nutrition; whereas much leas green fodder is Crown than 
could be used in the CoiiiDilDi ty; whereas appropriate measures ahnld 
therefore be taken to increase the Community's protein auppliesf 
whereas aid should therefore be granted to encourage the growing of 
green fodderf 
Whereas processed fodder is in direct competition with similar produota 
imported free of duty from outside the CoiiiDIIlni ty, the prices of which 
are subject to considerable fluctuation; whereaa,ia-o~er therefore 
to guarantee processed fodder producers a fair return on the sale of 
their products, a norm price should be set for dehydrated fodder, 
whereas,owing to conditions of production,Community products are 
generally more hiply priced than imported productsJ whereas aid equal 
to a percentage of the difference between the norm price and ·the world 
market price should therefore be granted; whereas aid of this kind. 
will also enable production to be better adapted to market requirements; 
1 
2 
~OJ Iel.t-.120, 1.5.1974, P• 2. 
OJ le L· 141, 3.6.1975, P• 1. 
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Vhereas,beoanse of the difference in processing oosts prioes for 
~ried fodder are lower than those for dehydrated fodder; whereas 
sun-dried fodder is also subject to competition from imports from 
C!~1;si~e __ the o~~ ~lf _--Where&. pro4W.oer8---ot-- ftrMtrieci tod.der. ·8h0Ul.d -- · 
1;heretore b~ gr~ted only ~- -ot the ai_cfae~f ioi-4e~t;ci--t~;~~~-
Whereas, in order to encourage a regular supply" of green fodder to 
processor~ and to enable farmers to benefit from the aid soheme,the 
granting of aid Should in certain oases be conditional on the oonolusion 
of contracts between farmers and prooessorsf 
Whereas provision should be made tor aotion to stabilize the market 
When temporar,r imbalances between available processed fodder and 
expected demand makes suoh aotion neoessar.y; whereas provision ahould 
therefore be made for granting aid for private storage b,r holders of 
processed fodder; 
Whereas the common organization of the market in processed fodder 
involves the introduction of a si~le_trading system at the external 
fr~~ti:~~s .. _o~ the_ o~~ ty;_ __ 1f~~aa pursuant_~i.)lie · ~~~ ~ t~e -oo~on 
:~!0:;ri~i~-~i~~;~~ii~~!! -:~~~~~:!I~; -~-i~ --!~~~0~~- _----
aia.BU:reil; whereas, however, so as not to leave the ColliJnimi ty market 
vi thout defence against disturbances arising through imports or 
exports, tla.·-~Oi"~-1;)'. sh'euld be enabled to take all neoessar.r measures 
vi thout del,n 
Whereas the provisions of the Treaty allowing the assessment of aid 
granted by Member States and the prohibition of those whioh are 
incompatible with the oommon market should be applied in the oase of 
processed fodder; 
Whereas, in order to faoili tate implementation of the measures 
proposed, a procedure should be provided for establishing olose 
cooperation between Member States and the Oomndssion within a 
-3-
Management Committeef 
Whereas the establiShment of a common oPganisation of the market in 
processed fodder makes it necessar,r to amend the Annex to Council 
Regulation (EEO) No 827/68 of 28 June 1968 on the COIJIIIK)n organisation 
of the market in certain products listed in Anno: II to the '.l'reat71, 
as last amended by- Regulation {EEC) No 1014/732, 
HAS .A:ooPTED '!'HIS REGULATION: 
~OJ lio L 151, 30.6.1968, P• 16. 
OJ lio L 106, 20.4.1973, P• 1. 
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Article 1 
There shall be a common organization of the market in processed fodder 
covering the following products: 
CCT_heading Ifo Description of goods 
(a) ex 12.10 B Lucerne, saintoin, clover, lupines, 
vetches and similar fodder products, 
artificially heat-dried, except hq and 
fodder kale arJd products containing hq 
. ' 
-
Lucerne, otherwise dried and grolmd 
-· 
(b) ex 23.07 0 Protein concentrates obtained from 
lucerne juioe and from grass juice 
Article 2· 
The marketing year for processed fodder shall begin on 1 April of ea:all 




1. Aid for the production from fodder plants harvested in the 
Community of the products referred to in Article 1 shall be granted 
under the conditions set out in Article 6. 
!'A& rate of aid, which shall be uniform throughout the Community, 
shall be fixed each year before 1 August for the marketing year 
beginning the following year. However, the rate for the 1978/79 
marketing year shall be fixed before 1 March 1978. 
2. 'lbe rate of aid shall be set with the aim of improving the 
Community's protein supplies. 
3· The rate of aid shall be set in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
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4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt lener&l. i-ule• -tor Ohe~iiJg ~ntit~iiaent--10-8.£4~~----
5. ! __ Det~U.ecl ~e• for the appli~ti~ of thi~ Article -8h&i1-be- ------------
adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14. 
Artiole 4 
1. Each year before 1 AugQst a Community norm price for artificially 
heat-dried fodder shall be fixed for the following marketing year in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
The price shall be fixed at a level that is fair to the producers. 
However, the norm price tor the 1978/79 ark:eting year shall be fixed 
before 1 March 1978. 
2. '!he norm price shall apply throughout the marketing year tor which 
it is fixed. 
3. The norm prioe shall relate to a standard quality. 
Article 5 
When the norm price for a marketing year is higher than the average world 
market price for artificially heat-dried. fodder, corrected if necesaar,y 
for the standard quality referred to in Article 4, additional aid shall 
be granted for products listed in Article 1 produced from fotder plams 
harvested in the Oommanity. 
The amount of the aid shall be 1 
(a) ~ of the difference between these two prices for artificially 
heat-dried products and lucerne and grass protein concentrates, 
(b) 4~ of the difference for other products. 
Article 6 
1. The aid referred to in Articles 3 aDd 5 shall be granted only to 
undertakings processing the products listed in Article 1 whicha 
- produce processed fodder of a minimum quality to be determinedJ , 
- satisfy the necessar,y conditions for entitlement to aid and 
- have concluded contracts with producers of fodder for processing or 
process their own crops or, in the case of groups or cooperatives, 
those of their members. 
0 
Aid shall be paid 'b7 the Jlember State in which the fodder has been 
processed. 
2. The Cnncil, actinc b7 a qualified majori t7 on a proposal b7 the 
Commission, shall determine 
- the criteria for caloul.ting the average world market prioeJ 
- the criteria for minimaa qualit7J 
- the oomi tiona referred to in the second iDlent of paragraph 1 f 
- the ori teria in accordance vi th whioh the contracts referred to in 
paragraph 1 must be conoludecl. 
3. Detailed rules for the implementation of this Article, partioularlT 
as rep.rds the ori teria vi th which the contracts referred to in 
paraaraph 2 must oompl7 shall be adopted in accordance vi th the 
procedure laid down in Article 14. 
Article 7 
1. When a temporary imbalance arises between available stocks of 
processed fodder and expected demand storace contracts ~ be concluded 
by' holders of products of CoJDIIIU.Di ty origin. 
2. Private storage aid shall be granted to holders of such products 
who have concluded such a contract. 
3. The Council, acting b7 a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt the pneral rules for the application of this 
Article. 
- -· -
4. _De't_~!led rules _tor th~ appliQ~iQJ! of_ ~i• Artio1e_Jfhall be __ 
adopted in accordance vi th the procedure laid down in Article 14. 
TITLE II 
Trade vi th non-member countries 
Article 8 
1. The general rules for the interpretation of the CoDDIIOn Customs 
Tariff and the special rules for its application shall apply to the 
tariff_ol~si~ioation of ~h~_p~oduots covered by this Reculationf the 
~t.r_ift_ ~~~()l~t-~-~• tine iroa -t~~_pi~_!~~~i<?~=-o:r -thia -Regtil&tioi -&h&l1 
~ _ inoorporatecl_~~o ~~~ _Co~~--~~118- -~1.~-· _____ ·,-- --- --------- --- --- -
2. Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation or where derogation 
theretrom is deoided by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on 
a proposal from the Commission, the following shall be prohibited in 
trade with non-member countries: 
- the levying of arr:1 charge having equivalent affect to a customs dutyJ 
-the application of arr:! quantitative restriction or measure having 
equivalent effect. 
Article 9 
1 • If by reason of imports or exports the CoiDJilUlli. ty market in the 
products listed in Article 1 experiences or is threatened with serious 
disturbances which ~ *ndanger the objectives set out in Article 39 of 
the Treaty, appropriate measures 1118\Y be applied in trade with non-member 
countries until such disturbance or threat of' disturbance has ceased. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Oomadssion, shall adopt rules for the application of this paragraph and 
define the oases in which Ud the limits within which .. aber States ma.y 
take interia proteetiv. a~a.urea. 
2. If the situation mentioned in paragraph 1 arises, the Commission 
shall, at the request of' a Member State or on its own initiative, 
decide what measures are required. These shall be communicated to the 
Member States and shall be immediately applicable. If the Commission 
has received a request from a Member State it shall take a decision 
thereon within twenty-four hours of reoei ving it. 
3· The measures 4eoided on b,y the Commission ma.y be referred to the 
Council by a.ny Member State within the three working dqs following the 
dq on which they were communicated. The Council shall meet without 






Save as otherwise provided in this Re&U].ation, Articles 92, 93 and 94 of 
the Treaty shall apply to the production of and trade in the produots 
referred to in Article 1. 
Article 11 
The Member States and the Commission shall communicate to eaoh other 
the information necessary for implementing this Regulation. Rules 
for the communication and distribution of such information shall be 
adopted in aooordance w1 th the prooedure laid down in Article 14. 
Article 12 
'!'he regulations oa the financing of the common agrioul tural policy shall 
apply to the market in the products listed in Article 1 from the date 
on vhioh this Regulation enters into force. 
Article 13 
-- --- -·- ----- -------- -
1. ~ 'Ihere _ is _hereby _ uta.b.UJb•cl __ • _ ~-'n_t_J'_o--.i tt_4lL_for_Prac_eas.ect_ __ _ 
_ fodder_ (be:ri.Dai[tfl:r __ oal.lecl _ _t)l-' _ "-O~JliJ!l~j;~~.a~}_, ___ QQn~~-~ iy__ ot represent at iva• 
_et_ the -~ber S'!;~t~s_vit~ __ a_ ~~~~sent~~i~ __ of_ ~~~ __ OQ~s~~-~n-~s Chai~• 
2. Within the Committee the votes of the Member States shall be 
weighted in acoordance vi th Article 148(2) of the Treaty. The Chairman 
shall not vote. 
Article 14 
. . 
1. . Where the procedure laid down in this Article is to be followed, the 
Chairman shall refer the matter to the Committee either on his own 
initiative or at the request of the representative of a Jember State. 
2. The representative of the Commission shall submit a draft of the 
measures to be taken. The Committee shall deliver its Opinion on 
such measures .d thin a .time limit to be set by the Chairman according 
to the urgency of the matter. Opinions shall be adopted by a majority 
of 41 votes. 
3· The Commission shall adopt measures which shall be iDIDl8Cliately 
applicable. However, if these •asures are not in aocordanoe 1fi th the 
Opinion of th• Committee, the Commission shall forihwi th oommudcate 
them to the Council. In such oases the Commission ~ defer application 
ot the measures which it has adopted tor not more than one month trom the 
date of suoh communication. 
Th.e Counoil, acting b;y a qualified majori t7, mq within one month take 
a different decision. 
Artiole 15 
The Committee mq consider &q1 other matter referred to it b7 its 
Chairman either on his own initiative or at the request of the 
representative of a Member State. 
Article 16 
This Regulation shall be so applied that appropriate aocount is taken, 
at the same time, of the objectives set .out in Articles 39 and 110 of 
the Treaty-. 
Artiole 17 
1. In the Annex to Regulation (EEO} No 827/68 the wording of 
subheading 12.10 ex B is amemed to red as tollowaa 
"ex B other, except for lucerne, saintoin, clover, lupines, vetches 
aDi similar fodder products, artificially heat-dried, and except 
for lucerne otherwise dried and ground"• 
2. The wortiq of subheadiDg 23.07 C in the same Alma: is amended to 
reed. u tellona 
"C other, excluding protein concentrates obtained from lucerne juice 
and from grass juice". 
Article 18 
Regulation (Em} lfo 1067/74 is repealed with effect from 1 April 1978. 
- 10-
Article 19 
This Regulation shall enter into foroe on 1 February 1978. 
The provisions of 'l'i tle I shall be applicable with etteot trem the 1978/79 
marketing 7ear. 
This Regalation shall be binding in its entiret7 and dire9tl7 applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
Proposal, .f9;r a 
COOJOIL RmuLJ.TION (Em) No /77 
of 
fixii!1the~uction aid and the nora price for processed fodder for 
the.l 8b~keti!!J year 
THE 'COOJ'OIL OF mE DJROPEA!l COBUlliTIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty- eatablishi:ag the l!Dropean Econoaic Community-, 
&Dd in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EJD). l'lo /77 of on the 
common org&l'lization ot the market in processed fod.der1, aiJd in particular 
Articles 3(3) and 4(1) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal troa the Co•ission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Dlrope&rl Parliamem2, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Econollio aDd Social Co•i ttee3, 
Whereas Article 3 of Regulation (E!OO) lio /77 stipulates that the level 
of the production aid must be such as to bring about an improvemem in 
the Community-'s protein supplies; 
Whereas under Article 4 of the same Regulation the nom price for 
artificially- heat-dried products must be set at a level that is tair 
to producers; 
Whereas in view of these requirements the aid and the norm price should 
be set at the levels indicated hereirlatter; 
Whereu the no:rm price •at be set tor a at&lldard quality- represemative 
of the average quality- of delVdrated fodder produced in the Co.-unity-; 






The rate of aid. tor the production of the products referred. to in Article 1 
of Regulation (:ac) :lo /78 d.uriDC the lCf/8/79 •rketiJJB 7ear shall be 
3 units of account per tonll8. 
Article 2 
1 • The nora price for artiticiall.7 heat-dried. fodder during the lCf/8/79 
-.rketing 7ear shall b~ 102 units of account per tolll18. 
· 2. This price refers to a product with 
- a moisture content of 11~; 
- a total gross protein content of 1~ of the dry weight. 
Article 3 
This Regulation ahall enter into force on 1 April 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entiret7 and directl7 applicable 
in all lfeaber states. 
Dom at For the Council 
. Proposal tor a 
COlliOIL BGULl 'l'IOll (Ell») 
lartng down special measures tor peas and field beans used in the 
feeding of animals 
THE COUNCIL 011' THE EUROPEO' CODtJlQ:'l'IES, 
Having regard to the Treav establishi~ the Eu.ropean Economic CoJIIIIUlli v, 
and· in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
1 Having regard to the Opillion of the European Parliament , 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Comai ttee2 , 
Whereas the prodnction of peas and field beans intended for animal teed 
is of increasing importance t:,o; t1le OolllllliUli ty; whereas, in order to 
enc~rage the development of this production, which is subject to direct 
competition from oilcake imported from nan-member c~tries at zero 
customs duties, it is necessar.r to pro"i'ide for appropriate support 
measures; 
Whereas peas and field beans need to be marketed UDder balanced condi tiona 
ot competition with soya cake, which nevertheless prO'V'ide a t&ir- .re'h.ra to 
producers; whereas the soya cake price level which enables the above 
objectives to be attained mq be expressed. as an activating price tor 
the granting of aid tor peas and field beansf 
Whereas, in view of the relationship between the price of oil cake and 
that of peas and field beans, a certain percentage of the difference 
between the activating price and the average price of oilcake recorded 
on the world market corresponds to the am~t of aid which it is necessar.r 
to grant in order to attain the abovementioned objective; 
iftierea.S, in order to taoil.itate- the ·appH.oat.ion ot- these arrangementa~--til4t~-~. 
i.fcfBhoUld be- granted" to UDdirtak1ngs Wli1cliprooeas the peas and . field be*•• 
Whereas~- iii order- tli&t-- ta.rmera -D&7- oenetrt--trom the 87nea·Ol"~ aid,·"'tJ14f-- -,~~ 
gran'firig-ot SUCh &IrshoUld bi Dlide 'ooildit1oil&l on---u.e oonoluion With '-1 
t&rmers- ot ·contracts speoi.f';jijjg ·a min11milipurohasii'Jg -pn-oer-------- -·--' 
1 
2 
. r -·- , 
.,._ 2- .,. 
Whereas the expenditure incurred b7 Kember States in consequence of 
obligations resulting from the application of this Regulation devolves 
on the Community, in accordance wi 'bh Articles 2 an1l 3 of Council 
Regulation (EEC) llo 729/70 of 21 April 1970 on the financing of the 
common agricultural policyl, as amt~Dded b7 Regulation (EEC) llo 1566/772, 
1 OJ Io L 94, 28.4.1970, p. 13. 
2 OJ llo L 167, 25.7.1972, P• 5. 
' \ ' 1 ~ j I ' ' ' 
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Article 1 
1. ___ Each year before_ 1 J:ugus:t1 fol' t}?.41 ~~t_ing_re~ .l?~ginn~_ t_he . 
following year, an aid aotivating price, hereinafter termed •aotivatinf. 
~rice", -~-~~ot- of the following- produotaa · --------, · 
- peas; excluding ohiok peas, falling within subheading 07.05 B I of 
the Common Customs Tariff, 
- field beans {vicia faba var. equina et vicia var. minor) falling 
within subheading 07.05 B III of this Tariff, 
shall be fixed for the Community in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
However, for the 1978/79 marketing year, this price shall be fixed 
before 1 April 1978. 
2. The activating price shall be fixed for soya cake at a level enabling 
the products referred to in paragraph 1 ·to be used in animal feed under 
conditions of normal competition with oilcake and ensuring a fair.retur.n 
to producers of peas and field.beans. 
3. The activating .price shall appl7 ~hreugbout a_.marketiDg:i•:~t tlle, 
marketing year shall run from 1 July to 30 June. 
4. The activating price shall relate to a standard quality. That 
quality shall be determined by the ·Council in accordu.ce with the 
procedure referred to in paragraph 1. 
Article 2 
1. When the average world market price for soya cake, as determined in 
accordance with Article 4, is lower than the activating price, aid shall 
be granted for peas and field beans harvested in the Community and used 
in the manufacture of animal feed. The aid shall be equal to 4~ of 
the difference between those two prices. 
2. Aid-shall be granted only to manufacturers of animal feed who 
- satisfy the condi tiona necessar.Y to qualify for aid, 
- have concluded contracts providing for the pqment of not less than 
the minimum price to producers of peas and field beans. 
. j 
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'!'he minimum price shall be fixed at a level which, account being taken 
of market fluctuations and the cost of transport of the product from 
farm to facto17_, enables producers to obtain a fair return. 
'!'his price shall be fixed at the same time as the activating price and 
in accordance with the same procedure. 
3. Aid shall be paid by the Member Stat~ on whose terri tory the 
manufacture of the animal feed in question takes place. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt: 
(a).' general rules f()r t~e granting of the aidJ 
(b) · , detailed rules _ tor_the__ohe.oking_o.t_t_bt!__Qnt.i "tl.eJitfiJl_j;_:l;o aid; _ such_ _ _ _ _ __ 
ohecld.ng Dlq' cover n_ot only peas and field beans harvested in the _ 
CoJDJDUJ1i ty but also imports from non-member countries; in connection 
with the latter a secu.ri ty mq be required; 
(c) the condi tiona referred to in paragraph 2, first indent. 
5· The amount of aid shall be fixed periodically by the Commission. 
- - - -
6. Detailed rules tor the application of this Article, in _partic1il.ar 
as regards the standard conditions which the contracts referred to in 
paragraph 2 must contain, shall be determined in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 14 of Council Regulation (EEC) J'o / 
of on the establishment of a common organization of 
the market in processed fodderl. 
Article l 
The average world market price for sa.ra cake, calculated for a Community 
frontier crossing-point, and adjusted, where appropriate, for the standard 
quality referred to in Article 2, shall be determined on the basis of the 
most favourable purchasing possibilities. The Council, acting by a 
qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, shall adopt the 
criteria on the basis of which the world market price is to be determined. 
Detailed rnles for the application of this Article shall be adopted 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14 of 
Regulation (EI!lC) No ·/ • 
1 
Article 4 
Kember States and the Commission shall communicate to each other the 
information necessar,r for the application of this Re~lation. That 
information shall be determined in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 14 of Regulation (EEO) No / • The m&mler ~ll which 
that information is to be communicated 8l'ld distributed shall be adopted 
in accordance with the same procedure. 
Article 5 · 
This Re~lation shall enter into force on the third dq following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the EUropean Communities. 
The system of aid provided tor in this Regulation shall apply from 
1 July 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Kember States. 
Done at For the Council 
:Proposal tor a 
COUtlO!L REGULATI01f (EIOO) 
fi:dpg, for the 1978/79 marketin.s year, the aotiy!ti¥ price for 
aid for peas and field beans and the minimum price for these products 
TB COUNCIL OF THE EUBOPJWi OOJOIUBITIES1 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EIOO) No /78 of 
1~ down special measures for peas and field beans used in the 
feeding of animals, and in particular Articles 1 ( 1) and (4) and 
2(2) thereof1, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliaaent2 , 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and. Social Commi ttee3, 
Whereas Article 1 (2) of Regulation (EEO) No /78 provides that 
an activating price for aid for peas and field beans must be fixed 
in relation to soya cake at a level which, while ensuring a fair 
income to producers, enables peas and field beans to compete no~ally 
with soya cake for use in animal feed; 
Whereas this activating price for aid for peas and field beans must 
relate to a standard quality of soya cake which is representative 
of the average quality sold on the Community market; 
Whereas Article 2 of the same Regulation provides for the fixing of 
a minim'Wil price which, allowing for market fluctuations and for the 
cost of transport of the produot from f~ to factory, enables 
producers to obtain a fair retum; 
Whereas pursuant to these criteria the aoti vating price for aid and 
the minimum price for peas and field beans should be fixed at the 
level• shewn below, . 
BAS ADO Prim THIS RBXroLATION: 
-2-
Article 1 
1 • For the 1978/7.9 marketing year the aoti vating prioe for aid for 
peas and field beans, aa referred to in ArtiQle 1 ._ot 
Regulation (EIOO) llo / ,shall be 23 1D1ita ot account 
per 100 kilograms. 
2. This prioe shall relate to soya cake having 
- a total raw protein content referred to dr,y matter of 44~ 
- a humidity content of 1 ~. 
Article 2 
For the 1978/79 marketing year the minimum purchase prioe for peaa 
and field beans shall be 15 units ot aooo1U1t per 100 kilogram&. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into foroe on 1 Juq 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and. directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at For the Oounoil 
• 
" 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1978/1979 and 1979/1980 marketing years, 
the amount of aid granted for seeds 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CODUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 of 26 October 1971 on 
the common organization of the market in seeds ( 1), as last amended b,y 
Regulation (EEC) No ( 2), and in particular Article 3 (3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament ( 3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee {4), 
lih8r-.~_.. _ -~~li~r~~ci:~9~i~~~-~-J{~~(~jt_:{l!e~~Aim~~--t~~ti~-Tmor----
_!~~~2~~l1fJ~)i~~~!Cet-e:4 -~~~ t_~~--~97Bf197~~~ci -~~79/~~-~-~IC~t_~~:;~~: 
:iile·:~)c"i-~~~11a~iQil-iiili~_t~ __ Q~~{ti_~~-~:tl! __ fo~--~~~iii~ _ _1~ind-_~,s not 
·~~; -~- ~r~-i~i~ --r~i.:~~~~~~o4uoe~J _ li~e-~8&8 ·a. J>i-c>p~!~~~~(p~~c!~otion 
-co&i~_jiio~«f~.fi-~!!~~~~--b;,-~~!f -=~~-::_--__ -:--_:_-- : __ --~:~:--- ------~--
Whereas Article 3 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 provides that, when 
the aid is being fixed, account must be taken of, on the one hand, the need 
to ensure a balance between the volume of production requ.ired in the 
Community and the possible outlets for that production and, on the other, 
the price of the products conoemed on extemal markets, 





HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Sole Article 
For the 1978/1979 and 1979/1980 marketing years, the amounts of the aid 
granted tor seeds . pursuant to Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No. 
2358/71 shall be as shown in the Annex hereto. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
• 
"OT Amount of 
·heading Deaoription of goods aid 
•• u.a./loo kg 
ex 12.01 A Linum uaitatiaailllWI L. partim ~textile flax) 14·5 
Linum uaitatiaaimaa L. partim Linseed) 11.5 
Cannabis sativa (L. monoioa) 10.5 
1. OIWIIDlE 
ex 12.03 c Arrhenatherwa elatiua (L) J. and c. Preal. 33 
Daot7lia gloaerata L. 28 
Featuoa artmclinaoea Sohreb. 29 
' 
Featuoa ovina L. 21 
Featuoa pratenaia Huda. 22 
Featuoa ra.bra L. 19 
Lolium maltiflorua Lam. 11 
Loliu pererme L. 
- ot high persistence, late or •dium late 18 
- new varieties and. others 14 
- ot low persiatenoe, Mdiwa late, 
•diua earl7 or earl7 10 
Loliua x JV'bri4ua Bauaalcn 11 
Phlewa pratenae Le 38 
Poa nemoralia L. 20 
' Poa pratenaia L. 20 
Poa trivialia L. 20 
2. LEGUIIBOS.AE 
ex 07.05 A I PiBWI arvenae L. 4 
ex 07.05 Alii Vioia faba L. sap. taba var. equina Pera. 4 
Vioia tab& L. var. minor (Peterm.) bull '4 
ex 12.03 c Med.ioago sativa L. ~eoot7p8a} 10 
•d.ioago sativa L. varieties) 18 
'fritoliua pratenae L. 26 
Trifolium reperu~ L. 28 
Trifol~Uil repena L. var. giganteum 28 
Vioia sativa L. 16 
Proposal for a Council Regulation ( EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 on the Common orga-
nization of the market in seeds 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission," 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committeet · 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 of 26 October 1971 on the common 
1 ' 
organization of the market in seeds ( ), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1167/77 ( 2~ provided under certain conditions for the granting of a pro-
duction aid for seeds; whereas the granting of this aid is decided eaoh year 
for the marketing year beginning in the following year; 
Whereas ~he produotian of··most seed varieties is o;t a, mu.lti-
annual nature; whereas in order to improve the planning of production the 
aid as fixed hitherto should be replaced by an aid fixed for two consecutive 
marketing years; 
Whereas it is necessar,y to have adequate information on the situation and 
the development prospects for the Community market; whereas, therefore, with 
regard to seeds produc~d in the Community, the Community system makes it 
possible to gather the necessar,y information since it stipulates that only 
certified seeds produced in approved establishments or under duly registered 
contracts oan be marketed; whereas to a larp extent the Community is 
supplied by means of Ji.ultiplioation oontraots concluded with ~prGducers in n<!l'l-
member countries; whereas, therefore, registration of these contracts should 
( 1) OJ No L 246, 5.11.1971, P• 1 
( 2) OJ No L 137 1 . 3.6.1977, P• 1 .J. 
• 
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be requiredJ whereas, moreover, this informati~n should be covered b,y the 
obligation of statistical seoreoy in order to assure the interested parties 
that it will not be used for other purposes, enabling perfectly objective 
information to pe obtained, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Artiole·1 
Ra-gnlati·on (EBlC) Nq 2358/71 is hereb;y amended as -f'ollowsa 
1. The seo~nd subparagraph of Article 3 (1) shall read: 
".With effect trom 1!-ha 1978/79 marketing year this aid, whioh shall be 
uniform throughout the Community for each species or group of' varieties, 
shall be fixed ever,y two years before 1 August for the marketing year 
beginning in the following ;year and for the subsequent marketing year". 
J,. 'fhe .fellGWil&g Article 3 (a) shall be addeds 
"Article 3a 
1. Witb'eff'ect trom 1 Novem'b_er 1~78 all seed mttltiplication·oontraqts concluded 
blttween a seed dlertaking or grower. in ... he Oommunit;y ancl a seed produo~r in 
• - -... •• • .t' ,... - . • 
a Don-member oountry shall be recorded by' the bodies appointed far that 
. . 
purpose by" each Member State. 
2. Member States ahall communicate periodioall;y to the Commission 
statistical data concerning the registration of' multiplication contracts. 
3. The data relating to the registration of multiplication contracts ~be 
utilized only for the purposes of this _Regulation. 
4. The detailed rules of application for this Article shall be adop-
ted in aooordanoe with the procedure laid down in Article 11" • 
. ;.· 
- 3-
3. The words "duly registered" shall be deleted trom the third n.bparagraph of 
. - . 
Article 4 ( 1 ) e. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety ~ directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Oounoil 
t 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION CEEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the period 16 December 1978 to 15 December 1979, the 
guide prices for wine 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Arti_cle 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation CEEC) No 816/70 of 28 April 1970 laying 
down additional provisions for the common organization of the market in 
wineC1) as last amended by Regulation CEEC) No 2211/77(2), and in particular 
Article 2 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Hav-ing regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(4), 
Whereas, when the guide prices for the various types of table wine are 
fixed, account should be taken both of the objectives of the common 
agricultural policy and of the contribution which the Community wishes to 
make to the harmonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives 
of the common agricultural policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair 
standard of living for the agricultural community, to ensure that supplies 
are a~ailable and that they reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas, to that end, the prices valid for the period 16 December 1978 to 
15 December 1979 should be fixed at higher levels than those adopted for 
. -the prec~ding period, particularly in view of recent price trends; 
Whereas the guide prices must be fixed for each type of table wine 
representative of Community production as defined in Council Regulation 
CEEC) No 945/70(5), 
(1) OJ No L 99, 5.5.1970, p. 1 
(2) OJ No L 256, 7.10.1977, p. 1. 
(3) OJ No L 
(4) OJ No L 
(5) OJ No L 114, 27.5.1970. n. 1. 
• 2 -
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Sole Article 
For the period 16 December 1978 to 15 December 1979, the guide prices for 
table wine shall be: 
Type of wine Guide price 
R I 2.07 u.a./degree/hl 
RII 2.07 u.a./degree/hl 
Rill 32.28 u.a./hl 
A I 1.94 u.a./degree/hl 
All 43.02 u.a./hl 
Alii 49.12 u.a./hl 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
• 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEO) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1978 harvest, the norm and intervention 
prices and the premiums granted to purohasers of leaf 
tobacco, and the derived intervention prices for baled 
tobaooo 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the EUropean Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EIOO) No 72:7/70 of 21 April 1970 on the 
common organization of the market in raw tobacco ( 1), as last amended by 
the Act of Accession ( 2), and in particular Articles 2 (5), 4 (4) and 6 
(8) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament ( 3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when fixing the prices for raw tobacco, account should be taken 
both of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the con-
tri bu.tion which the Community intends to make to the harmonious growth of 
world trade; whereas the aims of the common agricultural policy are, in 
particular, to provide the agricultural population with a reasonable stan-
dard of living, guarantee security of supplies and ensure fair prices for 
oonsumers1 
Whereas the norm and intervention prices for leaf tobacco must be fixed in 
accordance with the criteria· .laid down in Article 2 (2) of Regulation (EI!lO) 
No 72:7/70 in order, in particular, to encourage producers to convert to the 
cultivation of those varieties which are most competitive and most in 
demand; 
1 OJ No L 94, 28. 4.1970, P• 1 




Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 339/77 of 14 February 1977 laying down 
special measures in the tobacco sector in respect of the Beneventano 
variety of tobacco (5) has provided for a reduction of the intervention 
price of these tobaooos; 
Whereas it is desirable to fix, in respect of the 1977 harvest, derived 
intervention prices both for the varieties which, before the common orga-
nization of the market oame into force, were subject to a price guarantee 
at the baled tobacco stage, and for the varieties which are principally 
grown in Germany, in order to take account of marketing practices in that 
country; whereas, to this end, both increased costs and increased producti-
vity should be taken into consideration; 
Whereas the premium granted to purchase of Community tobacco is intended 
to enable them to pay producers of leaf tobacco a prioe which is at the 
level of the norm price; whereas the amount of the premiUII 8hould reflect 
the alterations to the norm price and the costs of first processing adopted 
for the 1978 harvest, account being taken of the trend in world market 
prices and the level of prices established qy supply and demand on the 
Community market; 
Whereas the abovementioned prices and the amount of the premium must be 
fixed in relation to a reference quality defined in such a way that as 
objective as possible an assessment oan be made of the quality of the 
tobacco; whereas it is possible to adopt, for the 1978 harvest, the refe-
rence qualities defined by Council Rega.lation (EIOO) No 673/75 of 4 March 
1975 fixing, for the 1975 harvest, the norm prices, the intervention 
prices and the reference qualities for leaf tobacco (6), and by Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 674/75 of 4 March 1975 fixing the derived intervention 
prices and the reference qualities for baled tobacco from the 1975 harvest 
(7 ); 
Whereas Council Rega.lation (EEC) No of 
8 
on the exchange rates to be applied in agriculture ( ) provides that, from 
, a new representative rat.e shall be applied to the 
(5) OJ No L 4S, 19. 2.1977, P• 4 
~6) OJ No L 72, 20. 3.1975, P• 25 
(~~ OJ No L 72, 20. 3.1975, P• 32 
.f. 
• -3-
ourrenoies of oertain Member States; whereas this provision should lead, 
from that date, to a reduction, in national ourrenoy terms, of the premiums 
fixed in units of aooount for a substantial part of the harvest in those 
Member States whose representative rate is revalued; whereas it seems more 
appropriate to the nature of this seotor that the same conditions should 
apply to the entire harvest in a given year; whereas this objective oan be 
achieved if the former rate of exchange for the Member States concerned 
were to remain applicable to premiums paid for the 1977 harvest; 
Whereas the IOnetar,r Committee shall be consulted on the exchange rates; 
whereas, ·.in view of the urgenoy, the measures envisaged whould be adopted 
under the conditions provided for in Artiole 3 (2) of Council Regulation 
No 129 on the value of the unit of aooount and the exchange rates to be 
applied for the purposes of the oommon agricultural polioy (9), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEO) No 2543/73 (10), 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION s 
Article 1 
For the 1978 harvest, the norm and intervention prioes and the premiums 
granted to purchasers of leaf tobacco referred to in Articles 2 and 3 of 
Regulation (EEO) No 727/70, and the derived intervention prices for baled 
tobaooo referred to in Article 6 of that Regulation, shall be as shown in 
the Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
1. For the 1978 harvest, the reference qualities referred to in Artiole 2 
(3) (o) of Regulation {EEO) No 727/70, for eaoh of the tobaoco varieties 
produced in the Community, shall be those laid down in Regulation (EEO) 
No 673/75· 
2. For the 1978 harvest, the reference qualities referred.to in Artiole 6 
(3) {o) of Regulation (Em) No 727/7o, tor eaoh of the baled tobaooo varie-
ties produced in the Community for which a derived intervention prioe is 
fixed, shall be those laid down in Regulation (EEO) No 674/75· 
~ 9) OJ io 106, 30.10.1962, P• 2553/62 
10) OJ No L 263, 19.9.1973, P• 1 .f. - ~ 
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Article 3 
The exchange rates to be applied in Germ~ and the Benelux countries tor 
the purpo.ses ot the premiums tor the 1977 harvest shall, until 31 Maroh 
1979, be the representative rates applicable to the currencies in question 
prior to 
This·Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applioable 
in all.Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
(u.a/kc) 
. 
Serial Varieties B'orm Int~rven- ~ount Derived in- · No price tion price ·of· te~m~ion I 
"' loreJil'WI ce..:: 
1 a) Badischer : 
Oeudertheimer 
' b) Forchheimer 2,358 2,_122 1,612 3,219 
Havana II c) 
2 Badischer Burl~ E 2,818 2,536 1,653 3,620 ' I 3 Virgin D (Virgin SCR) 2,741 2,467 1,626 3,300 
4 a) Paragua.y and hy-brids 
thereof 
b) Dragon vert and by'- 2,101 1,891 11310 
-brids thereof' 
5 Nijkerk 2,047 . 1,842 1,270 
-
6 Burley (Burley x Bel) 2,251 2,026 1,098 
- ' 
7 a) Misionero and hy-brid j: 
thereof , 
b) Rio Grande a:nd cy- 1,899 1,709 1,310 
-brids thereof' 
8 a~ Philippin 
b Petit Orammont 
(Flobecq) . 1,630 1,467 0,951 
-
c) Burley (Ergo x 6410 
and Ergo x Bursana) 
9 a) Semois 1,954 1,759 1' 131 b) Appelterre -
10 Bright 2,302 2,_~72 1,327 2,926 
11 a) Burley I 1,684 1 ,'516 0,823 2,275 
11 'b) Maryland 1,974 1,777 1,039 2,575 
12 a) Kentuck;y and by'-
brids thereof' 1,754 1,579 0,813 2,248 b~ Moro di Cori 
c Salento 
13 &} Noatrano del Brent& 
b Resis1ente 142 1,676 1,508 1,232 2,261 
' 
c Oojano 
14 Beneventa:ao 1,295 1,0)6 0,904 1,582 
!, 
-2-
Seri~l Varietiea :lora Interven- Allo11Dt .Denved· in-! ll'o price tion price of tervention 
nP-i1Dt nPitt•' 
15 Xanti-Takl 2,434 2,191 1,494 3,477 
16 Peruatiza 2,305 2,075 1,419 3,053 
17 Erzegovina ·and ~brida 2,070 1,863 1,254 2,751 thereof 
' 
18 a~ llound 'rip b Scatati 10,856 9,110 5.500 14,793 
c Sumatra I 
19 a~ Braaile 8tlvaggio 1,147 1,032 0,400 





Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing certain prices and other amounts applicable in the 
fruit and vegetables sector for the 19?8/79 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the 
common organization of the market in fruit and vegetables(1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No (2), and in particular Article 16(1) 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2511/69 of 9 December 1969 
laying down special measures for improving the production and marketing of 
Community citrus fruit(3), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No (4), 
and in particular Article 7(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(5), 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 16(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72, a basic 
price and a buying-in price are to be fixed for each marketing year for 
each of the products listed in Annex II to the said Regulation; whereas the 
products harvested in a given production,year, are marketed: 
as regards cauliflowers, from May to April of the following year, 
as regards tomatoes, from January to December, 
as regards peaches, from May to October 
as regards lemons, from June to May of the following year, 
as regards pears, from June to May of the following year, 
as regards table grapes, from May to April of the following year, 
as regards apples, from July to June of the following year, 
as regards mandarins from November to March of the following year, 
as regards sweet oranges, from October to June of the following year; 
Whereas, however, pursuant to the third subparagraph of Article 16(1) 
(1) OJ No L 118, 20.5.1972, p. 1. 
(2) OJ No L 
(3) OJ No L 318, 18.12.1969, p. 1. 
(4) OJ No L 
(5) OJ No C 
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of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72, no basic price or buying-in price must be 
fixed for the slack marketing periods at the beginning and at the end of 
the marketing year; 
Whereas, when the basic prices and buying-in prices for fruit and vegetables 
are fixed, account should be taken of the aims of the common agricultural 
policy and the contribution which the Community desires to make to the 
harmonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common 
agricultural policy are in particular to ensure a fair standard of living 
for the agricultural community, to ensure that supplies are available, and 
that they reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas, the basic prices must be fixed by reference to the trend in the 
average prices 'recorded during the three preceding years on the most 
representative producer markets within the Community for a product with 
defined commercial characteristics, such as variety or type, quality class, 
size and packaging; whereas the buying-in prices must be fixed by reference 
to the basic price in accordance with Article 16(3) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72; 
Whereas the amount of the financial compensation for oranges, mandarins, 
clementines and lemons must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid 
down in Article 7(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 2511/69, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
For the 1978/79·marketing year, the basic prices and the buying-in prices 
for fruit and vegetables, the periods during which they shall apply, and 
the standard qualities to which they relate shatl be as set out in Annex I. 
For the 1978/79 marketing year, the financial compensation for oranges, 
mandarins, clementines and lemons shall be as set out in Annex II. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following·tnat of its 
(1) OJ No L 
(2) OJ No L 318, 18.12.1969, p. 1 
• 
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publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
ANNEX 1 
BASIC PRICES AND BUYING-IN PRICES 
CAULIFLOWERS 









































These prices relate to the following packed products: 
cauliflowers •with Leaves• of Quality Class I, for the months of May, 
November, December, January, February, March and April. 
•trimmed• cauliflowers of Quality Class I, for the months of June, July, 
August, September and October. 
June first 10 days 
second 10 days 







For the period f~om 1 June 1978 to 30 November 1979 
Basic price 

















These prices relate to packed •round• and •ribbed• tomatoes of Quality Class I, 
size 57/67 mm. 
PEACHES 
<excluding nectarins) 
For the period from 1 June 1978 to 30 September 1979 
Basic price Buying-in price 
u.a./100 kg net u.a. 100/kg net 
June 28.33. 17.25 
July to September 26.44 16.31 
The~~ prices relate to the following packed products: 
peaches of the Fior di Maggio (May Flower) variety, Quality Class I, 
size 51/61 mm, for the month of June. 
2 -
peaches of the Amsden, Charles Ingouf and Sant'Anna varieties, Quality 
Class I, size 61/67 mm, for the month of July, 
peaches of the Red Haven and Fair Haven varieties Quality Class I, size 
61/67 mm, for the month of August, 
peaches of the J.H. Hale variety, Quality Class I, size 61/67 mm for the 














For the period from 1 June 1978 to 31 May 1979 
Basic price 

































(other than perry pears> 
For the period 1 July 1978 to 30 April 1979 
Basic price 
u.a. /100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
u.a./100 kg net 
November 
December 















These prices relate to the following packed products: 
(a) pears of the Dr Jules Guyot variety, Quality Class I, size 60 mm or more, 
for the month of July; 
(b) pears of the Dr Jules Guyot, Clapp's favourite, and Bon chretien Williams 
varieties, Quality Cla~s I, size 60 mm or more, for the month of August; 
(c) pears of the Bon chretien Williams and Conference varieties, Quality 
Class I, size 60 mm or more for the months of September and October; 
(d) - pears of the Conference and Alexandrine Dauillard varieties, Quality 
Class I, size 60 mm or more, for the month of November, 
pears of the Passe-Crassane variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or 
more, for the month of November. 
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(e) pears of the Conference variety, Quality Class I, size 60 mm or 
more, for the months December to April, 
pears of the Passe-Crassane variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm 
or more, for the month December to April .• 
TABLE GRAPES 
For the period 1 August to 31 October 1978 
August 
September and October 
Basic price 




u.a./100 kg net 
13.88 
11.04 
These prices relate to packed table grapes of the Regina dei Vigneti and 
Regina (Mennavacca bianca) varieties, Quality Class I, 
APPLES 
(Other than cider apples) 








March to May 
Basic price 









These prices relate to the following packed products: 
Buying-in price 









(a) apples of the James Grieve variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or more, 
for the month of August; 
(b) apples of the .<James Grieve and Golden Delicious varieties, Quality 
Class I; size 70 mm or more, for the month of September, 
apples of the Reine des reinettes variety, Quality Class I, size 
65 mm or more, for the month of September; 
(c) apples of the Golden Delicious variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or 
more, for the months October to May. 
MANDARINS 
For the period 16 November 1978 to 28 February 1979 
















These prices relate to packed mandarines of Quality Class I, size 54/64 mm. 
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SWEET GRANGES 





April and May 
Basic price 






These prices relate to the following packed products: 
Buying-in price 






oranges of the Moro variety, Quality Class I, size 67/80 mm for the 
month of December 
oranges of the Sanguinello variety, Quality Class I, size 67/80 mm, for 
the months January to May. 
NB: The prices quoted in this Annex do not include the cost of the packaging 
in which the product is presented. 
ANNEX II 
Amount of financial compensation 
For the 1978/79 marketing year 
1..../" 
8.89 units of account per 100 kilograms net for oranges of the Moro, 
Tarocco, Ovale calabrese, Belladonna, Navel and. Valencia late 
varieties, · 
7.63 units of account per 100 kilograms net for oranges of· the·s~nguinello 
variety, 
5.62 units of account per 100 kilograms net for or~nges.of· the Sanguigno 
and Biondo comune varieties; 
7.63 units of account per 100 kilegrams net for mandar·ins, 
4.45 units of account per 100 kilograms net fer-clementines, 
2.67 units of account per 100 kilograms net for Lemons. 
NB: Financial compensation is only granted in respect of produets belonging 
to Qu-Lity Classes.Extra and I. 
t 
< Proposal for a 
\ . \ 
COUNCIL REGULATIO~Dg} -·! . 
of 
amending Regulat io:rJI (moo} No 2511/69 lqing down special measures for 
improving the production and marketing of OOJIIBllUli.ty citrus fruit and 
: · {EIIl) l'o 1035/72 on the cOJJUDon organization of the market 
in fruit and vegetables 
T~ COOJCIL or TD BJROP.Ulf CCDUJli'l'IES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establiahing the lluropean Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Baring regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas Article 6 of Regulation {Em) No 2511/69 of 9 December 1969 
lqing down special measures for imfroving the production and 
marketing of Community oit;r fruit , as last amended by 
Regulation (moo) lio 1034/77 , extended the grant of fiu.noial 
compensation for the marketing of lemons until the end of the 
1977/78 marketing year; 
Whereas such measures have encouraced the marketing of better quality 
products; and whereas this'·trend may change it the meaaures sudd8Jlly 
cease to be applied; -whereas financial compensation should continue 
to be granted for two marketing years with provision being made for 
a phased reduction of its amount; whereas it is therefore necessary 
to change the criteria for fixing financial compensation in respect of 
lemons and accordingly to derogate from the criteria for fixing the 
reference price for that product, as defined in Article 23 of 
Council Regulation (EJOO) No 1035/72 of 18 Kay 1972 on the comraon 
organisation of the market in4fruit and vegetables3, as last amended by Regulation (EIOO) , 
1o.r No L 318, 18.12.1969, P• 1. 
20J No L 125, 19.5.1977, P• 1. 
30J No L 118, 20.5.1972, P• 1. 
40J llo L 
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BAS ADOPfED THIS RliJUL.ATIONa 
.Article 1 
Regulation (lEO) No 2511/69 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. In the second subparagraph of Article 6 of Regulation (EIOC:) llo 2511/69 
the date "1 June 1978" shall r_ead "1 June 1980". 
In Article 7( 2) 
- the words "and lemons" are deleted, 
-the follOWing subparagraph is added: 
"For the .1978/79 and 1979/So_ Dl&t'ketillg yeu-a, the amount of financial 
C.Oiapensation applicable to lemons shall be ·limited to -~ and 2'JI, 
re~eq~i~ly of the amQunt ,applicabl~-in the 197~/~8 marketing year". 
Article 2 
The following Article 23a is added to Regulation (Em) No 1035/72: 
"Article 23a 
By 1Rcy' of derogation from Article 23(2) and (4), the reference 
prices for lemons ·. tor- .. the 1978/79 and 1979/80 marketing 
years shall be fixed by applying the criteria specified in 
Article 23(2) in respect of products other than those qualifying for 
finanoial compensation but the amOU!l't to be granted for transport 
costs shall be limited to the difference between the financial 
compensation applicable in each of the . · e.aid ._marketing 




This Regulation shall enter into force on the daJ' following its 
publication in the otficial Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
The President 
Proposal tor a 
COUNCIL REGULATION CEEC) No 
of 
fixing the target price for milk and the intervention prices for 
butter, skimmed-milk powder and Grana Padano and Parmigiano 
Reggiano cheese for the 1978/79 milk year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation CEEC) No 804/68 of 27 June 1968 on the 
1 
common organization of the market in milk and milk products(1), as last 
amended by Regulation CEEC) No (2), and in particular Articles 3(4) 
and 5(1) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social CommitteeC4>, 
Whereas, when fixing the common agricultural prices, account should be 
taken of the objectives of ~~e common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural 
'policy are in particular to secure an equitable standard of living for the 
agricultural community and to ensure that supplies are available and that 
they reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the target price for milk should bear a balanced relationship to 
the prices for other agricultural products and in particular to that for 
beef and veal, and be consistent with the proposed orientation of cattle 
farming; whereas it is also necessary, in fixing those prices, to take 
account of the Community's efforts to establish a long-term balance between 
supply and demand on the market in milk, allowing for external trade in 
milk and milk products; 
Whereas the intervention prices for butter and for skimmed-milk powder are 
,designed to contribute to the achivement of the target price for milk; 
hereas it is necessary to determine the price levels in the light of both 
he general state of supply and demand on the Community market in milk and 
he opportunity for disposal of butter and skimmed-milk powder on the 
ommunity and world markets; 
1> OJ No L 148, 28.6.1968, p. 13. (2) OJ No L (3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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Whereas the intervention prices for Grana Padano and Parmigiano Reggiano 
cheeses must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid down in 
Article 5(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Ar·ticle 1 
For the 1978/79 milk year, the target price for milk and the intervention 
prices for milk products shaH be as follows: 
(a) Target price for milk 
(b) Intervention price: 
butter 
skim.~1Lk powder 
Grana Padano cheese 
of an age from 30 to 60 days 
of an age of at least six months 






Parmigiano Reggiano cheese of an age of at least 
six months 296,36 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulati-enshall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 
For the Council 
The President 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the threshold prices for certain milk products for the 
1978/79 milk year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
.Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 of 27 June 1968 on the 
common organization of the market in milk and milk products(1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No (2), and in particular Article 4 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas threshold prices should be fixed so that, taking account of the 
prot~ction required for the Community processing industry, the prices of 
imported milk products correspond to the Level of the target price for 
milk; whereas, consequently, the threshold price should be fixed on the 
basis of the target price for milk, taking into account the relationship 
desired between the value of milkfat and that of skimmed milk, as well as 
the standardized costs and yields for each of the milk products in 
question; whereas a fixed amount should be included to ensure adequate 
protection of the Community processing industry; 
Whereas threshold prices should be fixed for the marketing stage at which 
imported milk products first come into competition with milk products 
manufactured within the Community, i.e. the 'delivered free wholesaler• 
stage, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) OJ No L 148, 28.6.1968, p. 13. 
(2) OJ No L 
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Article 1 
1. For the 1978/79 milk year the threshold prices shall be as follows: 
Pilot product unita ot account per 













2. The pilot products referred to in paragraph 1 are those described in 
Annex I to Council Regulation (EEC) No 823/68 of 28 June 1968 determining 
the groups of products and the special provisions for calculating levies on 
milk and milk products(1), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2560/77 (4). 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 
(1) OJ No L 151, 30.6.1968, p. 3. 
(2) 
For the Council 
The President 
.. 
· ' - Proposal for a 
COUJCIL REGULATION (EEC) llo /17 
of 
amending ReaulatioJJS(EEC) llo 823/68 as regards the comitions 
for the entey of cheeses falling within oeriain tariff he~nga and 
(EEC) llo 950/68 on the Common Customs Tariff 
THE COUllCIL OF THE EUROPlWf CODUlliTil!S 1 
Having regard to the Treat1' establishing the Etlropean Economic Co.uni v 1 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) llo 804/68 of Z'{ June 1968 on the comaon 
organization of the market in milk and milk procmctsl 1 as last amended b1' 
Regulation (EEC) llo 21 and in particular ·Article 14(6) thereof 1 
Having regard to the proposal from the Collllission1 
Whereas .Am:J.e:x II to Council Regulation (DC):Jo 823/68 of 28 June 1968 determining 
the groups of products and the special provisions for calculating levies on milk 
and milk products3 1 as last amended b1' Replation (EIIlC) llo 874/7741 lqs down 
conditions for the entey into the COIIIIIIQ.Jlit1' of JDmentaler1 Grtq.re 1 Sbrinz 1 
Bergkise and Appenzell cheeses falling wi th~n n~eading 04.04 A I and Cheddar 
cheese falling within nbheading 04.04 E I(b) l(aa) of the Common Customs Tariff; 
whereas those conditions include observance of the free-at-frontier values 
CQrresponding to those bound under GAT'!'; whereas th~se values Jll1st be aligned 
on the Communit1' target price for milk and the threshold price for Group 10 
which are fixed for the 1978/79 milk 1'8ar; 
Whereas, as regards the procmcts falling within nbbe~ngs 04.02 A III(a) and 
04.02 B II(a) of the Common Customs Tariff, the descriptions of the goods given 
in the said .Amle:x ·should be amended to take aecount of ·improvemen't,s i'n· pa.okaging 
techniques .and also in the _inte~ests ·of· simpli.fioation; 
Whereas the tariff nomenclature emplQ1'ed in .Amle:x II to Regulation (l!llilC) llo 823/68 
is also that of the Common Customs Tariff annexed to Council· Regulation (EEC) 
llo 950/68 of 28 June 19685, as last amended b1' Regulation (DC) llo 2500/176, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATIO!h 
Article 1 
The descriptions of goods falling within subheadings 04.02 A III(a), 04.02 B II(a), 
04.04 A I and 04.04 E I(b) l(aa) of the Common Customs Tariff and in Amle:x II 
to Regulation (EEC) llo 823/68 are hereby' amend~d as: shown .in ~ex I hereto.. . 
Article 2 
The Common Customs Tariff am1e:xed to Regulation (llllilC) llo 950/68 is ~ereby- > 
~ended as shown.iri Annex II hereto. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety- and direotq applicable in all 
Kember ·states. 
Done at BrRssels, 
1 OJ :Jo L 148, 28.6.1968, p. 13 
2o.r lfo L 
~ lfo L 151, 30.6.1968, p. 3 
For the Council 
The President 
4 ..;. OJ lfo L 106, 29.4.1977, P• 20. 
50J Io L 172, 22.7.1968, P• 1. 
60J Io L 289 1 14.11.1977, P• 1. 
COT heading J'o 
ADEX I 
Description of goods 
A. III. Kilk and cream, other than in powder or granules: 
(a} in i.mediate packings of a net content of 2.5 kg or less 








:B II. Milk and cream, other than i:n powder or granules: 
(a) In immediate packings of a net capacity of 2.5 kg or 
less and ot a fat content b.f weight not exceeding 9.~t 
(b) (Unchanged) 





A. Emmentaler, Gtu~re, Sbrinz, Berakiee and Appenzell, not pted or powered : 
I. Of a minimum fat content of 45 % by weiaht. in the dry matter, matured 
for at least three months(') : 
a) Whole cheese~ (4) of a free-at-frontier value(') per 100 lr.a net weipt of: 
t. 225,8) u.a. or more, but less chan 245,00'u.a. 
z. as,-tJ u.a. or more 
b) Pieca packed in vacuum or in inert au : 
I. With rind on at least one side, of a net weiaht : 
u) Of not len than I ka b11.1.""-.than S kaand of aliH-:J.t·frontier 
value(') of not len than m, Cij. u.a. but less than 113,11J \1.1. per 
I 00 ka net wriaht 
bb) Of not len than 450 1 and of a free-at-frontier value (') of not 
Ina than f73, IL.a. per I 00 ka net wriaht 
2. Other, of a net wriaht of nor less than 75 1 but not more than 2SO 
1 (•) and of a free-at-frontier value(') of not leta than 193, ~ ... per 







(.II) Whole Cheddar cheaa (4~ made from unpasteurized milk, of a 
minimum fat content of .~0 'I• by weiaht, in the dry matter, 
matured for 11 lralt nine months and of a free-at-frontier value of 
not len than 218,11 u.a. per I 00 ka net weiJht (') 
(bb) (unchanaed) 
----------...;· ----;-- -- ------~-~~ --- .. ----- - ~-- ---~---------------
CCT 
AIDX II 
In Chapter 4 of the Common CUstoms !ariff subtieadings 04.02 A III(a), 
04.02 B II(a), 04.04 A I U'14 04.04 E I('b), l(aa) are ae!lded, with effect 
from 1 April 1978, as follows: 
Rate of duty, 
heading Description of goods 
autonomous ,'/J 
•o or levY (L)' conventional 
04.02 A III. Xilk and cream, other than in powder 
or grazmles: 
(a) In imaediate packings of a net 
content of 2.5 kg or less and of a 
fat content 'by weight not exceeding 
11~: 
1. Of' a fat content 'by weight not 
exceeding 8.~ ••••••••••••••••••••• 18 (L) -
~2. Other ••••••••••••••••••••:••••••••• 18 (L) -
(b) Other, of a fat content b,y weight: 
1. Not exceeding 4~ •••••••••••••••••• 18 ~~~ -2. Exceeding 45% ...•...........•....• 18 -
B II. Xilk and cream, other than in powder 
or grazmles: 
(a) In immediate pack:ings of' a net 
~ontent of 2.5 kg or less and of' a 
fat content b;r weight not exceeding 
9-~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 (L) 
-
(b) Other, of' a fat content b,y weight: 









Chene and curd (a) : 
A. Emmenttler, Gtuyere, Sbrinz, BerJkiH and Appenzell, not pted or pow-
dered: 
I. Of a minimum fat content of 45 •t. by weiaht. in the .dry matter, 
matured for 1t least three months (b) : 
(a) Whole cheeses of a free-at-frontier value per 100 ka net weiJht of : 
I. 225,11 u.a. or more, but leat than .24Si5lu.a. 
2. 24-S,fn u.a. or more 
lb) Pieees packed in vacuum or in inen Jll: 
I. With rind on 11 least one side, of 1 net weiaht : 
(u) Of not less chan I kg but leS& than 5 kg and of 1 free-at· 
frontier value of not less than Z4-5, ~.a. but leu than 273,11 
u.a. per I 00 kg net weight 
(bb) Of not less than 450· a and of a free-at-frontier value of not 
!as than ll3, 8J u.a. per I 00 kg net weiJht 
2. Othert of a net weight of not less chan 75 1 but nor m2re than 
250 1 and of a free-at-frontier value of not leu than "' .. ll. u.a. 

















L Not arated or powdered, of a fat content, by weiJbt, not exccedina 
4fl'l• and a water content, calculated by wapt, of 1M DOD-fau1 
matter: 
{a) Not exceed ina 47-. I I I It I II II I I I If I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I II I U(L) 
-
: 
(b) Exceedina47'/t but not exccedina n•le: 
1. Cheddar};.-' '.:--_ s:.. .. ~ 
(aa) Whole Cheddar cheeses, made from unpasteuriscd milk, ; 
of a minimum fat content of 50'/e b~ weittht, in the dry I matter, matured for at least ' m~t Jland of a free-at· 
frontier value of not leu than I; UA per 100 ka u (L) net weight (b) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I, -(bb) Other t • t I t I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I • I I I I It I I I I I I I I I 1 I I Itt I I 1J (L) -
--
j_ 
fa) The excha~~JC n« 10 be applied in convettin1into national curtenCies the unit of account referred to in the wubclivhi- oldlil lleadilll thall, IICihridt-
ltandonc General llule C J conuined in Pan I, Section I, be the ~pre'llntative rare, if such • rare is fixed punuant 10 Coancil keplatioa No 119 oa die 
walue of the unil of account and rhe exchanee ram co be apphed for cbe purpoHI of the common qriculcural policy (OJ No'"- JO.IO.IHZ. P. aiUIG>. 
(II) Eaay ..... dlil eulllletllini ia tubjecc to coaditiona to be ~ned br die COIDpecenl aacborki& 
tel S.'--
... 
Propo~ for a 
COONCIL fiGULATIOli (EHX:) lio •• •• /77 
of 
fixing the co-responsibility levy for the 1978/79 
milk year 
THE COUliCIL OF THE l!DROPEAN COMJrulliTIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
·and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EJOO) lio 1079/77 of 17 Jla;y 1977 on 
a co-responsibility ley.y and on measures for' expanding·the market in 
milk and milk products , and in particular Article 2(1) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
. 2 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament , 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee3, 
Whereas the levy introduc•d by Regulation (EEC) No 1079/77 is to be 
fixed for the 1978/79 milk year after the Commission has consulted 
producer organizations at Community level; 
Whereas the levy is between 1 • .5 and .- of the milk target price valid 
for the milk year in quest ion &rJd must, moreover, take account of the 
market situation, of forward estimates of supply ot~ demand tor 
milk products, and of the development of stocks; 
_ Jil,le_l'ea~,[.in-. ~oo~4&ri_o~- ittii- t}i~s~ g_iiteri~_ '_1;~~- ~ :t:•v~pl)U~ble-::~ti~~:;he --
·. ::.-~~~ifci;~7~J~ ~~~e=t~!:~~~ ;~~i:~ht~~bjej)~_ to any alta&ticm 
HAS ADOPTED THIS RmuLJ.'l'IOli: 
10J lio L 131, 26.5.1977, p •. 6. 
20J J'o C 
30J No C 
• -2-
Article 1 
For the 1978/79 milk year, the co-res_p5>ns_i.._bA!ity levy referred to in 
Regulatio11- (B) Bo 1C179/77 shall be __ . 1."' of' the target price 
~m~. -~ 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1978. 
This Regulation shall be biDding in its entirety and direct~ applicable 
in all Kember states. 
Done at Brussela, For the Council 
P.roP..9sal for a 
. OOUJIOIL REGULATION (EEO) •o /77 
of 
amending Regulation (DO) No lOf!J)/77 . as regards the OoiiiiiiUlli v 
contribution towards the price reduction for milk and certain milk 
products supplied to schoolchildren 
THE OOUJIOIL OF THE iUROPEAll' OOIIIUlf.ITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the FAlropean Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (DO) :lo 804/68 of ?:1 June 1968 on 
the common organization of the market ~ milk and milk productsl, as last 
amended by Regulation (EEO) No /78, and in particular the second 
paragraph of Article 26 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas :·. Article 3 of Council Regulation (me) :ro lOf!J)/77 
of 17 Jlq 1977 on the SUPPlY of milk and certain milk products at reduced 
prices to schoolchildrenJ, provi~es that this measure, for the ~oses of 
financing .the Community contributiont is to be included among those referred to 
Article 4 of Council Regulation (EIOJ No 1079/77 of 17 Xq 1977 on a 
co-responsibility levy and on measures for expanding the markets in ailk 
and milk products4; . 
Whereas, in order to make this measure more effective, the aaiCl Community 
contribution - . .:. should be increased, and .it 
should be made possible to assimilate only a part· of the contribution to one 
of the abovementioned measures, 
BlS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
10J No L 148, 28.6.1968, p. 13. 
2o.r :ro L 
30J lro L 131 , 26.5.1977, p. a. 





Regulation (EEC) lfo 1080/77 is b.ereby aun.ended ,&s follows a 
1. In the first sentence of Article 1(2), for "50% of its 
target price" read " 13 uni t• of account per 
100 kilograms". 
2. In the first subparagraph of Article 2(5), for "5Cf1,". read.~_,· "33~. 
3· Article 3 shall reach · 
"Article 3 
For the purpose of the Community contribution, this Masure shall be, in a 
proportion to be determined, one of the measures .referred to in Article 4 
of Regulation (DOO) lfo. 1079/77". 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
, .. P.ro,~::.··~~z. a. 
.._h, ·~':" t4, •' ·~~~It"~~ ~ r-
COONOIL RJDULATION (EI!X:') No 
of 
amending Regulation (EI!C) No 880/77 on the granting of a consumer 
stibsi~y for butter 
THE C<lJEIL CR THE EUROPEAN COJOIUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Buropean !bonomio 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EI!C) No 804/68 of Z7 June 19~ 
on the common organization of the market in milk and milk products. , 
as last amended by Regulation (Em) No /782, and in particular 
Article 12(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Eql'opean Parliament3, 
Having. regard to the opinion of the lbonomio and Social Oommittee4, 
lllereas Oounoil Regulation (EI!D) No 880/77 of 26 April 1977 on 
the granting of a consumer stibsi~ for butterS authorises the 
Member States to grant, in favour of final private consumers, a 
stibsi~ for butter which may not exceed 56 units of account per 
100 kilograms; whereas Article 3 of that Regulation lays down the 
method of calculating the OOIIIDlUnity contribution to this stibsi~, 
by way of derogation from the arrangements referred to in Article 3 
of Council Regulation (EIIl) No 729/70 of 21 April 1970 on the 
financing of the common agr,icultural policy6, as last amended by 
Regulation (EIOO) N:o Z'(88/721; 
ihereas special financing arrangements apply until 31 December 1978 
in order to facilitate the grant of sUbsidies in the United Kingdom; 
'Nhereas, for the period f'.rom 1 April to 31 December 1978, the 
level of Community finaabing should be set in suoh a way as 
gradually to align these special arrangements on the Community 
arrangements for financing the stibsi~, 
1 O,J No L 148, 28. 6.1968, P• 13. 
2m No L 
30J No C 
40J No C 
50J No L 106, 29.4.1977, P• 31. 
6 OJ No L 94, 28.4.1970, P• 13. 
1 OJ No L 295, 30.12.1972, P• 1. 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
Artiele. 3(1) of,, ,Regulation (DO) No 880/1-7 is hereby /amende_d :&a follows a 
1. Subparagraph {b) shall read: 
"(b) during the period from 1 April 1978 to 30 June 1978 
-in respect of that portion of the_subsidy not exceeding 
28 units of account per 100 kilograms : to 100%, 
- in respect of that portion of the subsidy-in excess of 
28 units of account per 100 kilograms : to 25%." 
The -f--ollowing subparagraphs (o) ... and (d) ~are hereby added: 
"(c) during the period from 1 July 1978 to 30 September 1978 
- in respect of that portion of the subsidy not exceeding 
23 units of account per 100 kilograms : to 100%, 
- in respect of that portion of the subsidy in excess of 
23 units of account per 100 kilograms : to 25%. 
Cd> during the period from 1 October 1978 to 31 December 1978 
- in respect of that portion of the subsidy not exceeding 
18 units of account per 100 kilograms :to 100%, 
- in respect of that portion of the subsidy in excess of 
18 units of account per 100 kilograms : to 25%." 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
Proposal tor a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the guide price and the intervention price for adult bovine 
animals for the 1978/79 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 of 27 June 1968 on the 
common organization of the market in beef and veal(1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 425/77(2), and in particular Article 3(3), the first 
paragraph of Article 4 and the second subparagraph of Article 6(4) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(4), 
Whereas, when the guide price for adult bovine animals is fixed, account 
should be taken both of the objectives of the common agricultural policy 
and of the contribution which the Community desires to make to the 
harmonious development of world trade; whereas the common agricultural 
policy aims inter alia to ensure a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural community, to guarantee the availability of supplies and to 
ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid 
down in Article 3(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 805/68; whereas for the 1978/79 
marketing year it should be fixed at a slightly higher level than that 
adopted for the previous marketing year; 
Whereas, moreover, in view of the current economic situation on the beef 
and veal market the intervention price for the 1978/79 marketing year for 
adult bovine animals should be fixed at the same level in relation to the 
guide price as that adopted for the previous marketing year; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 provides for an intervention system 
including inter alia the obligation to buy_ in beef meeting certain quality 
requirements; whereas the reasons, which in thel976/77 and 1977/7S marketing years 
resulted in provisions being made for the possible suspension of intervention 
measures in regions where prices were relatively high, are still valid for 
the 1978/79 marketing year, 
(1) OJ No L 148, 28.6.1968, p. 24 
(2) OJ No L 61, 5.3.1977, p. 1 
(3) OJ No 
(4) OJ No 
- ,2 -
.HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Fo_r the 1978/79 marketing year the guide price for adult bovine animals 
shall be ~ ·. 124. 44 units of account per 100 kilograms l:L.veweight. 
Article 2 
For the 1978/79 marketing year: 
the intervention price referred to in the second subparagraph of 
Article 6(1) of Regulation CEEC) No 805/68 shall be 112~~0 
units of account per 100 :kilograms liveweight. 
the price level referred to in the first sentence of Article 6 of 
r:· 
Regulation CEEC) No 805/68 shall be J.1a:,oe units of account per 100 
kilograms liveweight. 
Article 3 
By way of derogation from Article 6(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 805/68, the 
intervention measures may be totally or partially suspended in a Member 
State or a region when the price recorded on the representative market or 
markets of that Member State or of that region is equal to or higher than 
95% of the guide price for a certain period. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 3 April 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
L._" ' Proposal~ f!>r a 
COONCIL RmULATION (EI!D) No 
of 
/11 
on the grant of a premium for the birth of calves during the 1978/79 
marketing year 
THE OClJNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN C<IOOJNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament 1, 
Whereas the intervention price applicable in the beef and veal sector 
for the 1978/79 marketing year was fixed at a level below that 
resulting from the implementation of Article 6 of Council Regulation 
(EI!D) No 8(J)/68 of 1.7 June 1968 on the 00111110n organization of the 
market in beef and vea12, as last amended by Regulation (ImJ) 
No 425/773; 'Nhereas the Member Stat~s 'Nhich, during the three 
--~~~:~~~ -:;::;~~t!etii~:k!;:i-e ~p~i~0\::1;y:~:1~{1~~r f~- the birth 
. -.0- 464/15-of 21 FebrUB.ry--1975" es~"-.'bli,Bhing systems of-premiums for-
producers of bovine animals4, as __ __ i amended by Regulation (EI!D) 
No 390/765, and as extended by Council Regulations(EmC) lfos620/76 
of 19 March 1976 on the grant of ~ premium for the birth of calves 
during the 1976/77 marketing year and.'f'<-,--.. .·, .. ·: ·--_ ·- . 
--·---,J-811111. of 26 April 1977 on the grant~ot ·a.--premfumTor-the-liirtli of calves 
- -{~lg- .l . the 1977/78 marketing year , should therefore continue 
to grant this premium for a further period of 12 months; 
1 OJ lfo 
2 OJ No L 148, 28. 6.1968, p. 24. 
3 OJ No L 61, 5.3.1977, P• 1. 
4 OJ No L 52, 28.2.1975, P• 5· 
50J lfo L 48, 24.2.1976, p. 2. 
6 OJ No L 74, 20.3.1976, p. 1. 
1 OJ No L 106, 29.4.1977, p. 16. 
·~ . ~ l . .. . r . 
-l2. -~. 
Whereas this premium constitutes an, 1n1ie.t·vt:tntion on the internal 
market within the meaning of Article 3 of Council iacuJ.ation (Em) 
lfo 729L70 of 21 April 1970 on the financing fit the cOJDIDon agricUltural 
polict', as last amended by the Act, of .lcoession9, 
BAS ADOP.l'ED THIS RmULJ.TION: 
Article 1 
1. Jlember States which apply the system of a premium for the birth 
of calves referred to in Article 6 of ieplation (Em) No 870/77 
shall continue to grant a premium for every calf born on their 
territory U!ring a further period of 12 months and still alive six 
mont:U after ita birth. : 
2. '!'he amount of the new premiUil referred to in paragraph 1 shall 
be 35 units of account, pqable by the Guarantee Section of the 
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund. It shall be 
paid in a single instalment. 
Article 2 
Detailed rules for the application of this Regulation shall be 
adopted according to the procedure laid down in Article 2:{ of 
Regulation (Dl) lfo 8(1)/68. · 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the dq of its publication 
in the Official Journal of the Eu.zoopean COlllll'UJlities. 
It shall apply · from the dq following that on which the 
application of the system laid down by Article 1 of Regulation (EIOO) 
lfo 871/77 ends. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, Por the Council 
P.ropoaal tor a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the basic price and the standard quality for slaughtered 
' pigs for the period 1 November 1978 to 31 October 1979 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2759/75 of 29 October 1975 on 
the common organization of the market in pigmeat(1), as amen~ed by 
Regulation (EEC) No 367/76(2), and in particular Article 4(4) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal .from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(4), 
Whereas, when the basic price for slaughtered pigs .is fixed, account should 
be taken of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy are in particular to ensure a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural community, to ensure that supplies are available and that they 
reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the basic price must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid 
down in Article 4(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 2759/75 for a standard quality 
defined according to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2760/75 of 29 October 1975 
determining the Community scale for grading pig carcases(5); 
Whereas the most representative class and categories of weight in Community 
production should be taken as the standard quality; 
!Whereas the application of those criteria results in the basic price being 
fixed at a level higher than that adopted for the previous period, 
(1) OJ No L 282, 1.11.1975, p. 1 
(2) OJ No L 45, 21. 2.1976, p. 1 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
(5) OJ No L 282, 1.11.1975, p. 10 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the period 1 November 1978 to 31 October 1979, the basic price for 
slaughtered pigs of the standard quality shall be. 1·U,s1 units of account 
per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
The standard quality shall be the quality for pig carcases of Class II of 
the Community scale for grading pig carcases laid down by Regu~ation (EEC) 
No 2760/75, excluding those carcases with a weight of less than'70 
kilograms and those wjth a weight equal to or greater than 160 kilograms. 
" 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President · 
Propo•l tor • 
j COUNCIL REGULATION (El;C) No 
of 
fixing the amount of aid in respect of silkworms for the 1978/79 rearing 
year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 845/72 of 24 April 1972 laying 
down special measures to encourage silkworm rearing(1), and in particular 
Article 2(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(2), 
i 
! 
aving regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(3), 
hereas Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 845/72 provides that the amount of 
id for silkworms reared within the Community must be fixed each year in 
uch a way as to help ensure a fair income for silkworm rearers, taking 
"nto account the state of the market in cocoons and raw silk, of foreseeable 
rends on that market and of import policy; 
hereas application of these criteria entails fixing the amount of aid at a 
- - - ·- . --- .. --- --
higher level .than that adopted tor the preoe.di.ng y-.r, __ _ _ __ _ _ 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Sole Article 
For the 1978/79 rearing year, the amount of aid in respect of silkworms as 
referred to in Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 845/72 shall be fixed at 50 
units of account per box of silkworm~ eggs used. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
(1) OJ No L 100, 27.4.1972, p. 1. 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
For the council 
The President 
Proposal for a 
COUI'CIL RJ!DlJLA!IOB 
temporarily' ·euapending ino·enti ves for investment in the milk 
!HE Cotli'OIL OF THE EUROPEO' OOJDmJITim, 
Having regard to the 'l'reaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Articles 42 and 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the Jn-opo~al :from the Commissioa, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Etlropean Parliament 1, 
Whereas, given the serious imbalance on the market in milk and milk 
products, incentives for investment in that sector should be restricted 
so that equilibrium can be restored; 
Whereas restrictions on investment incentives must prevent an 
intensification of milk production, without interfering with the develop-
ment of those farms which produce most of the feedingstutfs required b.1 
the cattle kept; 
Whereas restrictions en investment incentives are not necessar,r in the 
·xezzogiorno because the densit,y of dair,y cows per hectare of utilized 
agri011ltural area is ver,y low and milk deliveries to dairies do not cover 
demand for drinking milkJ 
Whereas it is therefore necessary to suspend the granting of the incenti vee 
provided for b.1 Council Directive of 17 April 1972 on the modernizations 
of fanas2, as last amended. b.1 the Directive of 15 llovember 19733• 
BAS ADOPTED THIS RJ!DULATION 1 
(l) OJ llo 
(2) OJ llo L 96, 23e04el972, P• l 
(3) OJ llo L 326, 27ellel973, P• 17 
-2 ..... 
Article 1 
1. lfotwithstandin& article 92 (2) of the Treaty, "the granting of the aida 
for investment provided for b.y articles 8 and 14 of Directive 7~159/EEO 
in the sector of milk production, is prohibited. 
2. Paragraph 1 of this article shall not be applicable 
- to aids granted for investments equal to or leas than 20 000 UA 
per U'l'H. 
- t.o aids granted for farms when it appears that these farms produce 
at least 80 "' of the fodder necessar,y for feeding their cattle. 
- in the Mezzogiorno region, includin& the island.a. 
Article 2 
This regulation shall enter into foroe on 
It shall be applicable from 
This Regulation shall be bindin& in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all member states. 
Done at 
.For the Ocnmcil 
Commission report to the Council oonoerning the 
calculation of threshold prices for cereals and 
rice 
At its meetings of 7.6.1977 and 12.7.1977, the Special Agricultural Committee 
asked. the Commission to nbait 11o the Council a reporl on 11he problems in-
volved in firlng the threshold prices for cereals u.d rice. This deOUDlent 
is the result of tha11 request. 
1. Aoccrding to the basic Repla11ions, the threshold prices are to be fixed 
in such a 11&7 that imporled products will arrive on 11he Dtrl.s'bllrg marlc:e11 
at the target price level. With this in mind the threshold prices are 
cleriYed by' subtracting f'rom the target price the tru1sporl costa behe•n 
BDtterclam and Du.iaba.rg, discharge ccsts ad a commercial marght. 
a) Transport coats 
The cheapest tranapori between :Rotterdam and Du.isba.rg is aloq the 
Rhine. River freights are therefore used in firlng the threshold 
price. Sinoe auoh traffic is intemational, fixed rates are not laid 
, down ba.t rates renl t from nppl7 aml demand. 'l'he7 are negotiated 
~17 for each io-.t by' ship brokers and are publicl7 ku.wn. 
The river treichts available when the respective threshold prioe 
proposals tor cereals and for rioe were made (on different dates) 
for the 1977/78 marketing year, covered. the period from Fe'b1'11&17 
1976 to Febru.&17 1977 as regard.s cereals ad :from April 1976 to 
April 1977 as reprds rice. Within these reference pe~ods the 
oheapest rates for cereals were DOted in Febru.aey aDd March 1976 
and for rice in April 1976 azul Fe'bra.ar7 1977• The relativel7 low 
level of those freights is d.ue to aD excess of transport capaci t7 
'· 
which has affected. the Rhine tor several years. · 
. Cereals are paerall7 tramsporled in "barges of 1,000 to 1,500 toDnes, 
this beiq the to!IJla88 used for the threshold price oaloulation. The 
freight rates, noted. in Dl, are oo:nverted to units of acooUDt using 
the agricultural rate since this is the rate used in calculating 
the target price • Its use is justified in that calculation by' the 
erlstenoe of •netar,y oo~~pensato17 ao1Ults. 
.;. 
-a-
li2!, is transported. ill llarpa of 250 to 1,200 tonnes 1Ulleas U is 
US rioe destined for rioe ailla near 1he pori, in vhioh ease it ia 
1) . 
almost al'W&18 d.elivered in "WB" 1Dlita of a capacity of 170 to 
86o tonnea. These floating ooauinen which are ut generally used 
on the Bhine are sat iJltaot from the Clu.lf' of Jle:doo to the rioe 
11ill. 
Since the qwmtit;y of rice traaporied on the ~· is relativel;r 
nall when compared with cereals, treipt quotations for rice are 
rare. The freights DOted b;y the Oo•issica therefore are for the 
'\ranaport of oereals 'by barges of 250 - 500 toJmea. SU.ch treipts 
are quoted in florins and are ooaverie4 ·to 1Uli ta of aooout uaillg 
'\he current exoharlp rate. This la julltU'ied. 'by the absence of 
•ne1ia17 compensa'\ory IUIO\mta for rioe mel by the fact that . the n.rrent 
rate is also used for caloulating the transport ooata f'rom Veroelli 
to Du.ia'bllrg· when deriving the tarpt price. 
11) Disoharp posts 
Cereals and. rioe are pnerall;r. iapGriet balk. 
Cereals are dlsoh.arpd by me8DS of elevators. 'fhe coats of diaoh.arp 
are fixed in tariff's subject to umual revision. ll'or the caloulation 
of the threshold. price the disoharp oosta oover the stage ship's 
railing/barge 1 a hold. The siage ship's hold./ railing is covered 'by 
'\he level of the cif price. 
1!2!, is disoharpd from aea-coi.Bg vessels to lla.rps 'by' aeana of 
pabs if the procluot is for lnuaazl oonawaption or by Mans of elev.-
tora if it is for azdmal feed. Binoe the qu&D'\it;r of rioe traDBhipped 
at Rotterclall is small ooapared to oereala there are speoial rates 
for that product • Those rates applioa'ble to pa'ba are hiper thaD 
those for elevators. 
c) Commercial wd.n 
This third. eleDl81lt in the derivation, the oommeroial lliargill, is the 
moat clif'f'ioul t to u•esa because it -t cover not only _,- a4ti. tional 
coats but also a t:racling ~~&rgia. Amongst '\he additional oosta, •e 
1111at '\alee into aooo\mt the au.rveillmoe, outoas olearaaoe aacl 
interest oharpa. .b reprds oereala the OOalleroial aargia baa tillally 
U.en usessed on the 'basis of d.etailed. iDf'ol'IIAtion ooaoel"'liDa the 
1) WH - lipteraboard ahip. 
.f. 
-)-
adti tienal Msta aad. a tixed trati.Dg u.rgin. The total hu varied 
tre• o.81 u.a./t. in 1971/72 te 1.20 •••• , ... for 1977/78 • 
.b reprda !!!!. the total oo1111eroial ~~argin was fixed at 2 u.a.ft. 
iB 1964/65 ad 1f&8 inoreued by 8 ~ in 1971/72 (2.16 u.a.ft.) and 
1f&8 f'iully fixed. at 2.24 u.a./~· in lfJ75/76• Since that time it 
hu not 'been revised. 
a. Shoe the lleghming of the common Dl&l'ket organisation for cereals 
(Jul7 1967) the relative prioea of barle7 and 1ihe minor oereala have 
alwap been fixed in a\loh a 1f&1' tha1i the threshold pri.oes for the minor 
oereals were alightl7 lower than that fer barley. Thia situation cloes 
not appear to have led to &Ill' dia'tiur'baaoe on Communi t7 markets. 
3• Conclusion·· 
As the threshold prioea tor cereals and rice are simply derived from the 
respective 1iarget prioes on the basis of technical elements, it ia pro-
posed that in the future the7 be tiad by the Commission according to 
the procedure laid down in Articles 26 ad 27 of the 'baaio Rep.lations. 



